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PREFACE 
The Regional Water Policies project  of IIASA focuses on intensively 
developed regions where both groundwater and surface water a r e  integrat- 
ing elements of t he  environment. Our research  is  directed towards t h e  
development of methods and models t o  support t h e  resolution of conflicts 
within such socio-economic environmental systems. For tha t  reason complex 
decision support model systems a r e  under development f o r  important test 
areas. One of these test a r e a s  is  an open-pit lignite mining area in t h e  GDR. 
A fundamental presumption f o r  t h e  development of such systems a r e  
appropriate  submodels of t he  basic environmental processeb t o  be con- 
sidered. These submodels have t o  ref lect  t he  processes sufficiently accu- 
rately but should be  on the  o the r  hand simple enough f o r  t he i r  integration 
in complex model systems. 
The paper  deals with groundwater ahd surface water flow processes.  I t  
presents  a methodology f o r  the  development of simplified reduced submo- 
. dels based on computations with comprehensive flow models. The r e sea rch  
has been done within the  framework of a collaborative agreement between 
IIASA and the  Institute f o r  Water Management in Berlin. Besides t h e  Insti- 
tute  f o r  Water Management, the  Institute fo r  Lignite Mining, Grossriischen, 
GDR, took p a r t  in this research .  This paper  is  t he  final r e p o r t  f o r  t h e  
second s tage of collaboration. 
Although the  methodology has  been developed with special r ega rd  t o  
open-pit lignite mining areas t he  given approaches and models a r e  intended 
t o  be more generally applicable. 
Sergei Orlovski 
Project  Leader 
Regional Water Policies Project  

ABSTRACT 
The development of complex decision support model systems for  the 
analysis of regional water policies for  regions with intense socio-economic 
deveiopment affecting and being affected by the water resources system is 
of increasing importance. One of the  most illustrative examples are regions 
with open-pit lignite mining. 
Such model systems have to  be based on appropriate submodels, e.g. 
for  water quantity processes. The paper describes submodels for  ground- 
water and surface water flow with special regard to  open-pit lignite mining 
regions. Starting with a problem definition in Section 2 the methodological 
background is given. The state-of-the-art of comprehensive models of 
regional water flow processes based on groundwater flow models and of sto- 
chastic long-term management modeling a r e  described in details. 
Section 3 gives the methodological approach for  model reduction. The 
application of this approach is illustrated in Section 4 f o r  the  modeling of 
mine drainage and groundwate tables, for  the modeling of remaining pit 
management and of groundwater-surface water interactions. 
In the  appendix computer programs of some submodels are given being 
suitable for  a more general application. 
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DEYELOPMENT OF SKXPLIFIED PODELS OF EGIOh'AL 
GROUNDWATER AND SURFACE WATER FLOW PROCESSES 
BASED ON COMPUTATIONAL EXPEXMENTS WITH 
COWREHENSIYE MODELS 
S.    ad en', D. ~au te rbach ' ,  D. peukert3,  M. schrammZ and K. ~ i e m e r '  
1. Problem Def in i t ion  
Due t o  the  complex interrelations between society and water resources ,  and 
t h e  rapidly increasing intensity of water resources  use in many countries a higher 
level in water resources  systems pianning and control ha s  to b e  achieved. This 
necessitates both, advanced techniques (methods and models), and "advanced" 
trained decision makers. Consequently, a more comprehensive and detailed 
anaiysis has t o  b e  done of t h e  availability of water resources  in the i r  spatial  and 
time variability, a s  well a s  of water demands. Such an  analysis has  to investigate 
ail conditions and effects  of appropr ia te  measures initiated f o r  a rationai use and 
a sufficient protection of water resources  considering all demands of the society 
and also the i r  expected developments. 
Figure 1 demonstrates t he  typical decision process  in water resources  planning 
and control. The decision making procedure in i ts  full complexity has  t o  take into 
account the  following elements: 
- the  o b j e c t i v e s  of water management with regard. to i ts  main tasks  
. water supply f o r  t he  society and nationai economy 
. protection of the society against damages caused by water 
. protection of the  water resources  against depletion and poliution, 
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Figure 1: Schematized water management process 
- the time horizon of the decision m a ~ i n g  directed towards 
. conceptional long-term planning 
. aspects of management and operationai control, 
- the  existing and expected condiiions for  water management as 
. the hydrological regime determining the available water resources 
. the effects (in space and time, water quantity and quality) of applied 
measures f o r  water use, management, protection, e tc .  
. the consequences of o ther  influences and impacts (human, industrial, 
agricultural etc.) on the water resources and demands 
. the requirements of the society upon water resources, depending on pol- 
itical, economical and social conditions, and objectives, 
- possible measures t o  be applied in water management, e.g. 
. legislative means a s  laws, standards 
. economical rules,  f o r  example prices, fines 
. technical means (e.g. reservoirs ,  treatment plants) and techniques (e.g. 
reservoir  operation rules). 
Obviously a complex decision problem is given if the water management system 
under consideration comprises the entity of the water resources system and of the 
control and utilization facilities in the whole basin. Thus the task of water manage- 
ment includes the solution of the following three  main problems: 
- to  e laborate  development plans fo r  the water resources  and management sys- 
tem in r i v e r  basins, 
- t o  der ive rational long-term management s t ra tegies  fo r  existing and/or 
planned water management systems, 
- t o  provide a basis f o r  t he  integration of short-term (real-time) operation pol- 
icies into those systems. 
In general because of this  complexity a universal solution with a single method o r  
model is impossible. Rather ,  separated investigations of t he  t h r ee  main probiems 
by means of adequate methods becomes more and more the  general practice: 
- application of p l a n n i n g  models , being based on a high abstraction of t he  
water management system, putting par t icular  emphasis on socio-economic 
aspects,  
- application of management models with detailed consideration of the 
optimum long-term water supply problem, 
- application of opera t iona l  models reflecting in detail t he  real-time 
behaviour of t he  water management system and considering extreme hydroio- 
gic o r  water quaiity situations. 
There is, of course,  a hierarchy 
- pianning 
- management 
- real-time operation. 
For a number of yea r s  i t  had been assumed tha t  f o r  long-term planning and manage- 
ment modern mathematical programming techniques could provide an  unique 
optimal solution fo r  a given water resources  system. I t  was neglected tha t  the deci- 
sion making process,  generally being character ized by multiple c r i te r ia  and fre- 
quently by multiple decision makers, cannot be  totally formalized and modeled, in 
opposition to many technical and technological processes.  
Nowadays i t  i s  evident tha t  methods are required which ref lect  the  complex, 
interactive,  and subjective cha rac t e r  of t he  decision making process.  They should ' 
support  an  objective decision making by mathematical means, but without neglect- 
ing the  subjective and more quaiitative experiences of t he  decision makers. 
Regarding to  these requirements an advanced system of decision aids is 
needed which allows 
- t o  consider t h e  controversy among different water users  and interest  groups, 
- t o  include multiple c r i te r ia  some of which cannot be evaluated quantitatively, 
- t o  take into account t he  uncertainty and the  stochastic cha rac t e r  of t he  sys- 
t e m  inputs, as well a s  the limited possibilities t o  anaiyze all the  decisive 
natural  and socio-economic processes and impacts, 
- t o  of fe r  a set of decision alternatives,  demonstrating the  necessary trade-offs 
between different water users  and interest  groups. 
The main objective therefore  is  t o  develop relatively simple policy-oriented and 
computerized procedures  tha t  can assist  in addressing the  above mentioned gen- 
e r i c  issues, o r  in o ther  words t o  develop a policy-oriented Decision Support 
Model System (DSHS). The research  within t he  Regionai Water Policies Pro jec t  
a t  IIASA is directed towards this aim, see Orlovski and van Walsum 1984, Kaden et 
al.  1985a, b. 
To b e  generaly applicable such a DSMS has  t o  in tegrate  submodeis of a l l  sub- 
systems and sub-processes which are important f o r  t he  analysis of regional water 
policies. Undoubtless t'nis resu l t s  in new requirements t o  t n e  submodeis. Wnereas 
in e a r l i e r  water r e sou rce s  modeiing per iods  the  primary in te res t  had been 
directed towards t he  development of r a t h e r  detailed submodels, considered as 
being a p p rop r i a t e  f o r  a n  adequate p rocess  simuiation, i t  i s  now more important t o  
develop submodels as simple as possible with r e g a r d  t o  t he  complex problems and 
soiution concepts. 
A typical  example f o r  a complicated decision mairing process  in water manage- 
ment r e p r e sen t s  open-pit mining a r ea s .  On t he  one  hand t he  dewatering of lignite 
mines is  a n  unavoidable p a r t  of the  mining technology. On t h e  o t h e r  hand this 
dewatering resu l t s  in a regional cone of groundwater depression and consequently 
in extensive changes of t he  hydrological regime and of t he  conditions f o r  water 
resources  use and mangement, also in downstream r i v e r  basins. 
A detailed analysis of t h e  water management problems re la ted  t o  open-pit lig- 
nite mining is  given by Kaden 1983, Kaden et al.  1985b. The foliowing informations 
shall  i l lus t ra te  t h e  in tegrated effects  and influences of var ious  hydrological 
processes  in lignite mining areas: 
(1) Infiltration losses of sur face  water caused by mine dewatering reduce  t he  
water supply f o r  downstream water use r s  and increase  t he  groundwater pumpage 
necessary f o r  dewatering t h e  lignite mines. 
(2) Essential changes in groundwater r e c h a r g e  are caused by t h e  extensive 
changes of geographical  and ecological conditions in open-pit mining areas, e.g. 
- changes in land use, in soil-geological and biological conditions due t o  devas- 
tat ion and recult ivation,  
- changes of t he  groundwater level in connection with t he  disappearance of sur-  
f a c e  water o r ,  in some cases, rising of sur face  water levels. 
For  example, the  natural  groundwater r e c h a r g e  of a wooded area with sandy soils 
i s  changing under  t he  climatic conditions of t h e  GDR from about  100 mm-a-' up t o  
350 -400 mm .a-' a f t e r  devastation (see  Figure 2). 
(3) The rate of water pumped from t h e  mining area into t he  sur face  water system 
amounts up t o  30 - 50 % of t he  to ta l  r i v e r  discharge (70 % under  low flow condi-' 
tions). 
Obviously all these  interacting processes  have t o  be taken into account  f o r  
water management and planning in lignite mining a r ea s .  In collaboration between 
IIASA and r e s e a r c h  insti tutes in t he  GDR and Poland a DSMS f o r  t h e  analysis of 
regional water policies in open-pit lignite mining areas i s  under  deveiopment, 
Kaden et al. 1985a,b. The scientif ic work being documented in o u r  collaborative 
p a p e r  is  a p a r t  of this study. To specify t h e  problem a s h o r t  summary of t h e  
methodological approach f o r  t h e  DSPS shall  b e  given. 
In general ,  dynamic problems of long-term regional water management are 
approached by time-discrete dynamic systems models. The s t ep  size depends on t he  
variability in time of t he  processes  to be  considered,  on t he  requ i red  c r i t e r i a  and 
t h e i r  reliabil i ty,  and on t he  frequency of decisions (control actions) effecting t he  
systems development. Taking into account the  policy-making real i ty  re la ted  t o  
long-term regional water management and planning two different step-sizes discre- 
tizing t h e  pLanning horizon T (of about  50 years )  a r e  of majo r  interest:  
Curve 1: Curve 2: 
1 -2 Old stand of trees 8-9 Agricultural area medium productivity 
2-3 Deforestation 9 4  Elimination of vegetation 
3 4  Elimination of vegetation 4-5 Mining 4--5 Mining 5-1ORecultivation for crop production, 
5 - 6  Rectjltivation by afforestation medium productivity 6-7 Ageing of recultivated forest 
Figure 2: Variation of groundwater r echa rge  in time in lignite mining areas 
J 
- the  planning periods AT,, j = 1, . . . , J (T = ATj) as the  time s tep f o r  
, = I  
principal management/technological decisions, (e.g. water allocation from 
mines, water treatment,  drainage technology) 
- the  management periods of one month for management decisions within the  
yea r  re la ted t o  short-term c r i t e r i a  as t he  satisfaction of monthly water 
demand (the classical c r i t e r i a  f o r  long-term water resources  planning). 
The discretization of the  planning horizon into a res t r ic ted  number of planning 
periods enables principally t o  apply optimization techniques fo r  multi-criteria 
analysis. Small time s teps  ( for  instance, AT, = 1 year )  fo r  t he  planning periods 
are favorable from the  point of view of the  evidence and accuracy of model 
results.  Otherwise t he  number of planning periods should be  minimized with 
respec t  t o  the  available methods fo r  multi-criteria analysis, computational facili- 
ties, and budget as well as time f o r  analysis. A s  a compromise variable planning 
periods should be  used, s tar t ing with one yea r  and increasing with time. Taking 
into the  account t he  uncertainties of long-term predictions of model inputs as t he  
water demand and the  required accuracy,  decreasing with time, this  approach is  
quite reasonable. 
For monthly time s teps  (600 f o r  a planning horizon of 50 years)  the applica- 
tion of any optimization technique becomes unrealistic. To study monthly systems 
behaviour systems simulation is  the oniy appiicable tool. Furthermore this simula- 
tion opens an  easy way t o  consider stochastic inputs (hydrological data ,  water 
demand etc.)  applying the  Monte Carlo method fo r  stochastic simulation (see 
below). 
Based on these  assumptions a heuris t ic  two-level model system is  proposed, 
consisting of 
- p l a n n i n g  model f o r  dynamic multi-criteria analysis f o r  all planning periods 
in t h e  planning horizon, 
- management model f o r  t h e  stocnastic simulation of monthly systems 
behaviour in t he  planning horizon. 
Appropriate submodels have t o  b e  developed f o r  both levels of t h e  DSMS - t h e  
p l a n n i n g  model and t he  management  model .  The requirement f o r  t h e  compatibil- 
ity of t h e  submodels f o r  investigations at both levels can  b e  expressed as follows: 
The resu l t s  received from a computation with monthly time s t ep s  (management 
model) should b e  approximately t h e  same as received from a computation with time 
s teps  of 1 y e a r  o r  more (according to t h e  planning per iods  of t he  planning model). 
The submodels f o r  a DSMS should simulate t h e  na tura l  processes  adequately, 
but they should b e  at t h e  same time as simple as possible. This p a p e r  deals  with 
water quantity modeis of surface water and groundwater systems and of t he i r  
interrelations.  I t  gives a methodology t o  develop simpiified flow modeis based on 
comprehensive modeis f o r  lowland regions with in te r re la ted  groundwater and 
sur face  water resources .  Special  concern is  given t o  open-pit lignite mining a r e a s ,  
character ized by significant variations in t h e  groundwater regime. 
2. Methodoiogicai Background 
2.1. Model Phiiosophy 
Mathematical models found wide propagation in t h e  GDR f o r  t h e  simulation of 
pract ical  groundwater and su r f ace  water flow processes  s ince t he  end of t h e  six- 
t y ~ .  They replaced s t ep  by s t ep  t he  empirical methods used before ,  which con- 
s idered t h e  effects  of se lected input var iables  and boundary conditions on t he  
investigated phenomenon, system outputs etc., analogously as later the  black-box- 
models (see Section 3.). 
In sur face  w a t e r  h y d r o l o g y  t h e  investigations were oriented from t h e  begin- 
ning in t w o  directions,  t ha t  i s  t h e  application of 
- deterministic modeling techniques (with relatively sho r t  time increments of 
one day o r  less) f o r  sho r t  term control  problems, 
- stochastic simulation techniques (usually with time increments of 1 month o r  
more, according t o  t h e  objectives) f o r  long-term management and pianning. 
In g r o u n d w a t e r  h y d r o l o g y  only deterministic techniques were  appiied, in general  
with l a r ge r  time increments, e.g. 1 month, taking into t h e  account t he  dampened 
groundwater flow processes.  Thus t h e  application of s tochast ic  simulation tech- 
niques w a s  limited to sur face  water  hydrology. 
The analysis of long-term regional water policies, especially in lignite mining 
areas, requ i res  an integration of t he  tradit ional modeling methods. In both fields, 
groundwater r e sou rce s  management and sur face  water management, t h e r e  a r e  a 
profound scientific background and manifold p rac t ica l  exper iences  in t he  GDR. 
The t i t le  of o u r  pape r  includes t h e  terms comprehens ive  model and s i m p l i -  
f ied  model . I t  seems t o  b e  necessary to explain in what sense  these  terms are used 
in t h e  following. 
Generally, models of natural processes give a more o r  less simplified image of 
the reali ty.  Abstraction and schematization are typical s teps  in the development 
of mathematical models. In a physical strong way, mathematical modeling of 
groundwater and sur face  water f l o w  processes i s  based on the fundamental dif- 
ferential  equations of fluid mechanics. Of course,  this point of view is  a highly 
theoretical one. In engineering pract ice  these fundamental equations are used only 
in an integrated form. The principle of continuity is r e f e r r e d  t o  volumes of practi-  
cally relevant dimensions and the  dynamic flow equations are substituted by 
integrated and/or simplified relations founded on empirical knowledge. In the  field 
of hydrology the  equations of DARCY and SAINT-VENANT give typical examples of 
this type of basic relations. 
In lowland catchment areas with sandy aquifers the groundwater system is  t h e  
integrating element in the  complex hydrological system. Star t ing from the  funda- 
mental role of groundwater in the  water balance, a comprehensive model of 
regional groundwater flow coupled with flow models of the main sur face  water 
bodies forms the prototype of a comprehensive model of the regional water flow 
processes. Regarding to  the level of abstraction, both types of coupled models a r e  
adequate: groundwater flow i s  simulated as a horizontal-plane (two-dimensional) 
process, surface water flow is  character ized by the  sur face  water level and the  
discharge, summarized over  cross-sections (one-dimensional). The comprehensive 
models constructed in such a way guarantee the  complete utilization of all  avail- 
able da ta  in practice.  The abstractions inherent t o  t he  mathematical model are 
adequate t o  the quality of t h e  data  base acquired by the  help of hydrological 
observations, hydrogeological research  and exploration, etc.. From this point of 
view, the simplifications of the  mathematical model are reasonable,  at the  same 
time they are necessary due t o  pract ical  requirements. Applied t o  engineering 
problems, such comprehensive models give a sufficiently accura te  image of t he  
natural processes  and represen t  the maximum justifiable effor t  f o r  model develop- 
ment and application in practice.  
Comprehensive  regional  g r o u n d w a t e r  f low modeLs have been developed in 
the GDR in t he  las t  10 years  fo r  essential objects of water supply and mining 
regions. For  an  overview see Kaden 1984. Details about the  methodological level 
of these models and the i r  application a r e  given in Section 2.2. Generally, the 
mathematical model of horizontal-plane groundwater flow is used. In this  case,  the  
DUPUIT equation and the  GIRINSKIJ potential are basic elements of the model 
development (Luckner and Schestakov 1975). The aquifer is assumed to  be  horizon- 
tally layered, hydrogeological parameters  may be  taken into account as variables 
in space and time. All types of boundary conditions (first ,  second and third kind) 
occur  in t he  subterranean flow process  and are included in the model concept. In 
principle, the model is deterministic, stochastic elements may be  involved by sto- 
chastic boundary conditions. The effor t  f o r  da t a  acquisition, model calibration and 
application is  high in consequence of the necessary discretization according t o  t h e  
applied finite difference o r  finite elements methods. 
Due to  t he  high computational effor t  such comprehensive models are gen- 
erally applicable fo r  a small number of simulations only. They a r e  not usable both,  
f o r  stochastic simulation, and fo r  mathematical programming as i t  i s  required f o r  
t he  analysis of regional water policies. Methods f o r  the integrated long-term 
analysis of regional water policies have t o  be based on simpLi$ied models. 
Long-term management  models  t o  optimize surface water management are 
available f o r  the important r i ve r s  in the GDR, see Schramm 1981. The theoret ical  
base of the  approach is given by the  Monte-Carlo method. Using this method i t  is 
possible t o  c r e a t e  a reaiist ic image of the management variants relevant for t he  
water policies under consideration. A s  i t  has been discussed above, t h e  concept of 
these models forms the basis fo r  the  management model of the DSMS. 
The utilization of the Monte-Carlo method requires strong restrictions con- 
cerning the modeling of the water flow processes. Because of the  high number of 
computational variants, the model concept has to be extremely simple to  guarantee 
acceptable computer times. The same requirement holds fo r  submodels to be  
included in mathematical programming problems. In difference t o  the  groundwater 
flow models described above in the case of long-term management models the model 
of the surface water flow process is already reduced to  the simplest form, that  
means the continuity equation. The high methodological level of these models, 
characterized in the following sections of the paper,  gives an  excellent basis fo r  
the development of the required DSMS submodels. 
Frequently the term s impl i f ied  model is used in the context of the so-called 
model r e d u c t i o n .  A decisive model r e d u c t i o n  is necessary f o r  the  submodels of 
the groundwater flow and the groundwater/surface water interactions, as it will be  
discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Concerning the  mathematical apparatus,  similar 
methods a r e  used in model reduction as they a r e  usual in the field of real-time 
processes surface water hydrology f o r  modeling runoff formation in catchment 
areas.  
From the methodological point of view of water management sciences, the 
incorporation of these reduced models into the management model forms an  essen- 
tial s tep forward. The model concept becomes more complicated, but principle 
mathematical problems do not ar ise .  More important a r e  the questions resulting 
from the interrelations between the planning model and the management model (see 
Section 1.). The results of the multi-criteria analysis using the planning model pro- 
vide long-term oriented goal functions fo r  the operational measures (operation 
rules) to  be simulated in the management model. 
2.2. Comprehensive Podels of Regional Water Flow Processes 
2.2.1. Simulation Models for Regional Groundwater Management 
In the GDR in the  last decade a system of highly sophisticated conceptual 
models fo r  groundwater management has been elaborated, see Kaden 1984. For 
modeling of groundwater quantity a se t  of models is available, based on finite 
difference and finite elements methods. These models a r e  formulated fo r  the sys- 
tem descriptive mathematical model of saturated flow in porous media with distri- 
buted parameters. 
Especially f o r  the solution of mine dewatering problems by consideration of 
mining specific boundary conditions multilayer horizontal-plane flow models have 
been designed. They consider steady and nonsteady groundwater flow problems in 
confined and unconfined aquifers. Such models a r e  available both, fo r  orthogonal 
and f o r  triangular finite elements grids. The following models found the widest 
application. Although all models a r e  highly universal designed, nevertheless 
everyone of these models has a special sphere of application. 
The HOREGO-model (Gutt 1984) is based on a discretization of the  flow field in 
orthogonal elements. A t  maximum two hydrogeological coupled aquifers may be 
simulated. The consideration of an  inhomogeneity of the underground (and under 
special conditions of anisotrophy too) is possible. To realize practical inner and 
outer  boundary conditions time- o r  potential-dependent boundary conditions f i rs t ,  
second and third kind a r e  applicable. 
The model HY 75  (Hennig e t  al. 1979) has  been developed f o r  tr iangular finite 
elements and considers up to  5 aquifers. Generaily all  pract ical  mining specific 
boundary conditions and hydrogeological situations may be  simulated. 
The choice of t he  model depends on the  aim of model application, but also on 
subjective positions of the  model user ,  and above all  on the  robustness, universal- 
ity, and reliability of t he  model. 
Although par t ly  subjective is  the selection of a type of discretization. Gen- 
erally, tr iangular grids permit a be t t e r  adaptation to  complicated inner and outer  
boundaries. But this  advantage gets  partly lost, if the  location of boundaries 
changes in time, e.g. open-pit mine edges due t o  mining operation. Especially f o r  
regional groundwater flow models in a r e a s  with numerous mines the application of 
orthogonal grids seams t o  b e  advantageously, because l a t e r  grid focusing and grid 
corrections are eas ie r  t o  realize in most cases than by the  t r iangular  grids. In this  
case detailed solutions concerning operations of single dewatering elements are 
not of interest .  
The t r iangular  grid discretization is  mainly applied f o r  open-pit mine models 
(see below), because more detailed informations about the  operations of dewater- 
ing elements are necessary. The problem of modeling the  advance of open-pit 
slopes can be  solved by consideration of a corresponding operation time of dewa- 
tering wells. 
Especially f o r  the  design and the  control of mine drainage systems with a 
favored flow direction t h e  multilayer one-dimensional horizontal-plane flow model 
TAFEGA (Kaden et al. 1976) has  been elaborated. I t  is a stream-pipe model f o r  
solving of all  groundwater flow simulation probiems in open-pit mines and the i r  
immediate surrounding with a sufficient accuracy and justifiable computational 
effort. A l l  boundary conditions (first ,  second and third kind) can be  realized time- 
dependent and space-variable. 
Finally a powerful three-dimensional model exists. The model AQUA 78 (Sames 
e t  al.,  see n.n. 1980) is based on an orthogonal finite elements grid. I t  can be used 
fo r  t he  simulation of complicated geohydraulic conditions, a s  dewatering problems 
in spoils and flow through and under sheet-piling walls e tc .  Boundary conditions 
f i r s t  and second kind can be reaiized, and the  consideration of time-dependent 
changes of t he  geometry of percolated bodies is possible. 
For regional flow problems the  last mentioned models are of minor impor- 
tance. A l l  models, character ized before,  are in principal suitable t o  be coupled 
with surface water models (see below) and groundwater quality models. They have 
been developed f o r  the computers ES 1040/1055 (similar t o  IBM/360, IBM/370) and 
BESM 6. Detailed application informations a r e  available. Generally, t he  programs 
are written in FORTRAN in o r d e r  t o  realize a sufficient portability. 
2.2,2. The Methodology of ContinuousIy Working Models 
Simulation models of environmental processes a s  groundwater flow form only 
an image of the real i ty  with a cer ta in  accuracy. The accuracy of simulation resul ts  
depends on the abstractions needed fo r  model structuring and on the  completeness 
and quality of input data. The lack of knowledge of processes  and da ta  in prelim- 
inary s teps  of analysis o r  in general requires  the s tep  by s tep  improvement of t he  
models and the i r  data. For groundwater systems with t he i r  strong dampening and 
phase shifting between impact on the  system and observable system response this 
can well be done by comparing simulation resul ts  with real systems responses. 
Based on tha t  in the  GDR the  methodology of Continuously Working Models has  been 
developed organizing information processing according t o  cybernetical principles 
(see Luckner 1973, Peuker t  1979, Peukert  e t  al. 1982). 
A s  a so-called Continuously Working Model (CWM) we understand a metho- 
dology and a model system fo r  monitoring and controlling of long-term man-made 
impacts on groundwater resources. Generally the  model system consists of two 
main-parts: 
- a specific data bank f o r  information storing, and 
- a simulation model f o r  information processing. 
By means of simulation the influence of feasible control measures can be simulated 
before their  implementation in practice. The sequence of data acquisition, data 
processing and simulation includes the feedback of information being active ei ther  
already during the  simulation run o r  in the phase of implementation. In such a way, 
the simulation is guaranteed to  be based on the latest available data situation. 
The model system is operating parallel in time, but discontinuously with the 
running original mining process. The steps of i ts  operation depend on size and 
importance of the model. 
Usually a hierarchical system of models is needed to  meet different require- 
ments in the spatial and temporal resolution. It is not possible to simulate both the  
regional groundwater flow process and the operation of single dewatering wells 
inclusive the frequency of submersible motor pumps during the whole dewatering 
time. 
For groundwater management in lignite mining a r e a s  a 3-level hierarchy has 
proven to  be suitable, a s  shown in Figure 3. Generally, this hierarchical system is 
s t ructured in 
- regional models (3rd level), 
- open-pit mine models (2nd level) and 
- operational models (1st level). 
Regional models a r e  mainly used fo r  medium- and long-term predictions f o r  
regional planning, water management and mine drainage. In principle regional 
models enclose the  influence a reas  of a number of different impacts on the ground- 
water system a s  open-pit mines, water works, e tc .  For the simulation in general 
two-dimensional horizontal-plan flow models a r e  used, e.g. HOREGO based on an  
orthogonal grid. Regional models should be actualized and applied in time intervals 
between 2 and 5 years.  A s  simulation results detailed forecasts are obtained of the 
prognostic systems behavior of the whole regional groundwater flow process 
(groundwater lowering or/and rebound). Besides the mentioned application fo r  
medium- and long-term planning these results a r e  used to  estimate boundary condi- 
tions f o r  lower level models in the hierarchy of continuously working models as 
open-pit mine models. Furthermore the regional models help to  improve systemati- 
cal information acquisition in the considered region, e.g. hydrogeological explora- 
tion. 
Open-pit mine models in the  second level a r e  mainly used f o r  medium-term 
predictions fo r  planning and design of mine drainage systems and fo r  water 
management measures in some cases. A second level model encloses the  a r e a  influ- 
enced by the  dewatering system of one mine o r  the  catchment a rea  of a groundwa- 
ter work. For the simulation in most cases two-dimensional models as HY75 a r e  
used based on triangular grids. The results of the simulation, e.g. the local 
development of groundwater tables, a r e  the basis f o r  the  project of detailed dewa- 
tering measures of one mine including the design of the  monitoring system (moni- 
toring wells, gauges, etc). 
Analysis of long-term 
water policies 
regional planning, 
water management 
Medium-term predictions 
for planning and design 
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in case for water 
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Figure 3: Hierarchy of Continuously Working Models 
By means of the information feedback based on measurements of groundwater 
levels and water pumpage as well as by information acquisition from higher o r  
lower level models a permanent actualization of open-pit mine models is  done. The 
actualized results are useful t o  optimize the drainage and monitoring system during 
their  operation, and to  improve the  forecast  f o r  fu ture  systems design. For tha t  
reason the interval between model applications should not be  longer than 1 to  2 
years.  
@erational models are used f o r  short-term predictions f o r  operational con- 
t ro l  of especially important pa r t s  of mine drainage systems. In most cases  a one- 
dimensional model (TAFEGA) is used fo r  simulation, but fo r  special conditions i t  is 
necessary t o  apply two-dimensional models. The aim of investigations is,  to  ge t  
exac t  predictions fo r  t he  operation and control of dewatering systems during the  
operation time and to  estimate the  groundwater table at t he  slopes of the  open-pit 
mine, as well as the  outflow from these slopes in o r d e r  t o  satisfy their  geomechani- 
ca l  stability. These models are applied in monthly time intervals, yearly at max- 
imum. 
The models of all  t h r e e  levels are embedded in t he  hierarchical  process  of 
policy-making. In analyzing crit ically the fea tures  and application of continuously 
working models i t  has  t o  be  emphasized tha t  the  continuously working models a r e  a 
helpful tool in medium-term planning and design as well as short-term control,  but 
the i r  applicability for long-term planning as an  integrated p a r t  of the  regional 
policy-making process  is  res t r ic ted.  
The main obstacles t o  the i r  use in the long-term policy-making process a r e  as 
follow, Kaden and Luckner 1984. 
(1) The continuously working models are tools t o  analyze an  environmental system 
without considering socio-economic aspects.  Economic modeling of groundwater 
management in mining areas is  not done o r  economic models are not coupled with 
continuously working models. The key ro le  of the interactions between the  socio- 
economic development and t h e  environmental processes is not considered impli- 
citly. 
(2) There is  a gap between the  complicated sophisticated models and the  existence 
and quality of the relevant data ,  the l a t t e r  being uncertain. Unreliable resul ts  may 
discredit  models with t he  policy makers. 
(3) Frequently the  available time and budget fo r  model structuring is  incompatible 
t o  the  necessary e f for t  of collecting and verifying of the required data. This 
incompatibility is especially apparent  when one considers groundwater quality and 
groundwater-surface water interactions. 
(4) Mangement/technological alternatives have to  be fixed exogenously f o r  t he  
simulation models. In the  case of multiple objectives and decision makers tha t  w e  
have to  deal with concerning the  mining regions, the  manual selection of efficient 
scenarios is  very difficult and time as well as money consuming, o r  even impossible. 
Continuously working models are purely environmental models, not directiy 
answering all  questions asked in t he  reali ty by the  decision makers. Systems 
analysts are needed to mediate. 
Summarizing, t h e r e  is  an  apparen t  need f o r  t he  analysis of long-term, regional 
water policies in mining areas, t o  reconcile the conflicting interests  within such 
socio-economic environmental systems. Scientifically sound but practically simple 
policy-oriented methods and computerized procedures have t o  be  developed which 
can assist  in addressing the  above mentioned topics in water resources  policy 
design. Such a system could be  interpreted as a fourth level above the  model 
-hierarchy of continuously working models (see Figure 3). I t  will be applied t o  
decision making of cen t ra l  and regional planning authorities. The lower level 
models are used f o r  more detailed and specific investigations. 
2.2.3. Specific Boundary Conditions for Regional Flow Podeling 
A s  stated in Section 2.1 regional groundwater flow models f o r m  the  basis for a 
comprehensive regional flow model. This requires  the  consideration of boundary 
conditions in the  groundwater model being specific f o r  regional flow problems. 
Generally these problems include: 
- natural  groundwater recharge ,  
- inf i l t ra t iodexf  iltration from/in surface water systems, tha t  means 
groundwater-surface water interactions. 
Additionally in areas with open-pit mining activities w e  have t o  deal with substan- 
tial boundary conditions f o r  groundwater: 
- moving open-pit mine slopes during operation of mines, 
- remaining pits a f t e r  abandoning of mines being filled by natural  groundwater 
flow, in case  with artificial  surface water inflow. 
The cha rac t e r  of the  boundary condition groundwater recharge strongly depends 
on the  distance between e a r t h  surface and groundwater table,  with o the r  words on 
the  depth of t he  unsaturated zone. If the unsaturated zone is l a rge r  than 2 m , the  
natural groundwater r echa rge  practically does not depend on the  groundwater 
table. 
For  the  determination of long-term mean values of groundwater recharge  
(precipitation minus real evapotranspiration) t he  program RASTER has been 
developed (Glugla et al. 1976, Enderlein et al. 1980). Based on long-term mean 
values of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration the r e a l  evapotranspira- 
tion i s  estimated using the  BAGROV-approximation. 
Above o the r s  the following input da ta  f o r  the  RASTER-model are needed: pre- 
cipitation, main form of land use (agricultural a r ea s ,  fo res t ry ,  water bodies ...), 
agricultural yield, soil type, groundwater level below ea r th ' s  surface.  
Natural groundwater r echa rge  in mining areas is subject to strong temporal 
alterations,  caused by the  necessary process of devastation and 
reclaiming/recultiviation of la rge  areas. Changes in soil exploitation and morpho- 
logical and soil geolocical conditions are caused by the  process  of mining and 
overburden disposal coupled with the following recultivation. Furthermore, 
changes of groundwater and sur face  water tables due t o  mine drainage have to be  
considered. Size and duration of these alterations depend on the  intensity of the 
changes due to the  mining process  in comparison with the  original existing condi- 
tions and on i t s  lapse of time. 
The program RASTER is  used to  consider a l l  these aspects ,  neglecting sea- 
sonal variations of groundwater recharge.  The simulated values of groundwater 
r echa rge  f o r  the  mostly uncovered glacial aquifers, w e  find in the  test region, 
coincide in general with the  long-term mean values of t he  natural  groundwater 
recharge ,  used f o r  simulation of regional groundwater flow processes. 
In Figure 2 (see Section 1.)  an example is  depicted f o r  the  variation of local 
natural groundwater r echa rge  caused by mining activit ies f o r  typical conditions in 
the tes t  area. Generally groundwater recharge  increases  in mining areas up to  
about 10  1 / s km on former fores t ra l  areas and about 5 1 / s km on agricultural 
areas .  
In general,  surface water/groundwater interactions can be  found in all 
natural catchment areas. However, in mining areas the  extensive cone-shaped 
groundwater depressions influence these interactions especially strong resulting 
in runoff balance variations of whole regions. 
A common method f o r  modeling regional water resources  systems is t o  model 
the  essential subsystem (groundwater o r  surface water) and t o  consider t he  o the r  
system by means of boundary conditions. This method is based on the  assumption 
tha t  t he  flow process  of the  subsystem being considered as boundary condition 
does not depend on the  flow process  of the  modeled subsystems. In this case f o r  the 
groundwater flow model t he  sur face  water systems are modeled via inner boundary 
conditions third kind. For details see Section 4.5.2. In systems with strong interac- 
tions between the  subsystems as in mining areas this assumption does not hold f o r  
short-term variations. For  tha t  reason sometimes in mining regions sur face  water 
and groundwater interactions have to  be  considered explicitely in coupling the  
models of the subsystems. 
A s  i t  has been mentioned in Section 2.1 two different model concepts are t o  
consider. In sur face  water management hydrological one-dimensional flow models 
a r e  used. In groundwater management system-descriptive deterministic models of 
quasi horizontal-plane flow processes are typically. 
The essential systems variables fo r  coupling are the  water tables (groundwa- 
t e r  and sur face  water) and t h e  flux between surface- and groundwater. Principally 
the  models may be  coupled over  the grid nodes (groundwater flow model) and bal- 
ance segments (surface water flow model). Therefore a large number of grid nodes 
is required, resulting in relatively high expenses fo r  da ta  aqquisition and computa- 
tion. I t  is reasonably t o  substitute each balance segment of t he  surface water flow 
system by a fictive well (point-source, -sink, respectively) situated in the  cen t r e  of 
this segment. In doing this, t h e  surface water system is  transformed in a well con- 
tour  system (or  well plane systems), Luckner 1978. The parameters  of the interac- 
tions between both systems depend on the  geometric parameters  of t he  space- 
discretized segment of t he  sur face  water model, on t h e  distance between the  cen- 
tre of the  sur face  water segment and the  neighbored nodal point element of t he  
groundwater flow model, on the  transmissivity of t h e  aquifer and on existing 
parameters  of colmation of t h e  surface water beds (see Rechenberger 1984). The 
coupled model system is solved e i ther  solving the  en t i re  system of equations o r  by 
iteration. 
The main problem of modeling in mining areas is t o  realize the  hydraulic 
effect of the  mining position, varying in time, caused by the  movement of the 
open-pit mine slopes. In this  case t he  groundwater f l o w  process  is  characterized 
by lowering the  groundwater table  down to  t he  bottom of the  lignite seam, t o  be  
exploited, a t  t he  da te  of mining of this  seam. This can be realized by the help of 
boundary conditions of f i r s t  kind. This hydraulic boundary condition becomes com- 
plicated due t o  the movement of the mine and consequently the  movement of the  
boundary condition in time. Related t o  a nodal point of an  element in t he  finite ele- 
ments gr id  this means t h e  following: If the  moving slope reaches  the node, t he  
dewatering aim (given groundwater table) has t o  b e  satisfied there .  Therefore the  
boundary condition at this  node has  to be considered as many yea r s  ear l ie r  as t he  
dewatering requires  and i t  has  t o  opera te  till overburden disposal begins on this 
location. 
In Figure 4 i t  is shown how the  process  of t he  passage of a moving slope over 
a node can be modeled by means of an additional hydraulic resistance. 
A s  the simulation resul t  we obtain the amount of drainage water a t  t h e  node a s  
function in time. 
Generally, this approach is sufficiently accurately fo r  regional models. But by 
investigations with lower level models as s t r i p  mine models more detailed informa- 
tions concerning the  amount of water pumpage of all  dewatering wells are required 
f o r  t he  p rope r  design of t he  dewatering system. 
Appropriate solutions f o r  the  consideration of dewatering wells a s  inner 
boundary conditions a r e  e.g given by Knapik e t  al. 1977 fo r  an orthogonal element 
grid. 
Water bodies as lakes o r  remaining pits being in d i rec t  interaction with the 
groundwater system can be  considered as boundary conditions 3rd  kind. The water 
body and t h e  aquifer are coupled by the  help of a hydraulic resistance, taking into 
the account t he  a r e a  of t he  water body belonging t o  t h e  finite element under con- 
sideration as w e l l  as an additional hydraulic resistance f o r  the  transformation of 
vertical f l o w  into horizontal ones, see  Figure 5. The water body is  modeled as a 
nonlinear function between water table and s torage volume. 
The solution i s  done iteratively. First, t he  water table  of the water body is 
estimated taking into t he  account the previous water table and the  inflow/outflow 
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Figure 5: Interaction between water bodies and aquifer 
during the  studied time step. Second, the  groundwater model is applied t o  estimate 
the  flow between water body and aquifer via the  hydraulic resistance. This flow is 
used to  c o r r e c t  t he  water table of t h e  water body according the  f i r s t  step. 
This approach is especially helpful f o r  t he  modeling of remaining pits in min- 
ing areas. 
2.3. Stochastic Long-term Management Modeling 
2.3.1. Place and Task of Stochastic Management Modeling 
A s  it  has  been discussed in Section 1. f o r  water management modeling a 
hierarchical  model system f o r  
- planning 
- management 
- real-time operat ion 
has  t o  be  used. The goal f igures  f o r  water management given by t he  respect ive  
management level of h igher  p r io r i ty  are relatively rough. Their  assessment by 
more detailed investigations i s  done in t he  respect ive  lower level of t he  above 
model hierarchy.  Some a spec t s  of th i s  h ie ra rchy  are i l lustrated in Figure 6. 
Figure 6: Hierarchy in water management 
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Obviously the management model has a key position herein. Its two highly 
interconnected main tasks to derive an  effective long-term management s t rategy 
from the  goal figures given by the planning model and t o  assess that  s t rategy can 
reliably be  solved only, if the  following preconditions are fulfilled: 
(1) The r ea l  water management system in a r ive r  basin and i ts  essential processes 
must be reflected by the  management model without systematic e r ro r s .  
(2) The stochastic cha rac t e r  of the natural processes taken as input variables of 
the model must adequately be reflected. 
I t  turned out, tha t  even in relatively small r i ve r  basins analytical methods failed t o  
meet these requirements. Therefore in the G.D.R. in the last  fifteen years  sto- 
chastic management models on the basis of t he  Monte Carlo method have been 
developed and applied (see Schramm 1981). Originally they have been designed to  
simulate the surface water management processes in r i ve r  basins with respec t  to  
water quantity only. However during the last years  f i r s t  investigations have been 
car r ied  out to  integrate groundwater flow processes and water quality factors.  In 
these investigations the basic principles of the management model, i. e. the Monte 
Carlo simulation of the  surface water processes,  remained unchanged. 
2.3.2. The Basic Model for Stochastic Water Management Simulation 
2.3.2.1. Modeling principle 
According to  the probability theory main meteorological factors  such a s  pre- 
cipitation, gross  radiation, a i r  temperature etc .  can be considered t o  be stochas- 
tic processes. Hence, both groundwater- and surface water runoff processes 
governed by the above mentioned factors  must inevitably more o r  less strong 
ref lect  that  stochastic behaviour. Furthermore, the  demand of some of the water 
users  within a r i ve r  basin - e.g. municipal water supply o r  irrigation - highly 
depend on the  actual, partly stochastic meteorological situation. So the problem to  
find a rational long-term water management s t rategy (as outlined in the previous 
Section) may be  defined as a stochastic optimization problem. The state-of-the-art 
in this field does not allow fo r  a comprehensive analytical solution of those kinds 
of problems. However, by applying the Monte Carlo method an  "experimental" 
approach to  the problem is provided. In Figure 7 the main s teps of this approach 
a r e  depicted. The model time s tep  is selected with regard  to  the length of the  
available observation ser ies  fo r  the input variables, t o  the diversity of water 
demands and the i r  combined impacts. Usually a monthly discretization is con- 
sidered t o  be adequate. 
Thus, the basic model fo r  stochastic water management simulation - which cov- 
e r s  surface runoff balancing only - can be characterized as follows: 
- 'by using stochastically generated runoff ser ies  the stochastic management 
model can be reduced to  a deterministic balance (or  allocation) scheme; 
- owing to  the rough monthly time s tep the  runoff processes in the r i v e r  net- 
work can be described by simple continuity equations r a t h e r  than by complex 
hydrodynamic models; 
- thus, analoguously t o  the time ser ies  approach, the deterministic balance 
model i s  able t o  ref lect  the manifold water allocation and utilization processes 
in a illustrative way; 
- the statistical registration of simulated s ta te  variables and events combined 
with final frequency representation provides f o r  a high versatility in assess- 
ing a given management strategy; 
Stochastic simulation of natural processes 
and random demand factors as input 
variables for the management model 
v 
Deterministic simulation of water yield 
processes based an a given water 
management strategy 
v 
Statistical analysis of selected state 
variables and of the occurence of 
critical events for probabilistic 
assessment of the given management 
strategy 
Figure 7: Monte Carlo method f o r  water management 
- a ra t ional  (approximate optimum) management s t ra tegy  can b e  found by suc- 
cess ive  simulation runs  with varying parameters .  
2.3.2.2. Subdivision of the river basin area 
A s  in most cases l a rge  sca le  r i v e r  basins are t o  b e  investigated, t h e  area t o  
be  considered i s  usually subdivided. A t  f i r s t ,  t h e  description of t h e  natural  runoff 
p rocess  calls  f o r  a subdivision into so-called "simulation subareas"  (German 
abbreviation STG). That par t i t ion is  mainly determined by t h e  location of long- 
t e r m  observed r i v e r  gages, of t r ibu ta ry  and water t r an s f e r  junctions as well as of 
r e s e r v o i r s  and important water use r s  (see Figure 8). 
The subdivision of t h e  basin into STG is  generally r a t h e r  rough.. For  a more 
detailed specification of u s e r  locations a f u r t h e r  subdivision by additional balance 
profiles (BP) i s  required.  Then, if f o r  each  of t h e  balance profiles t h e  next  down- 
stream one  is  specified, obviously t h e  configuration of t h e  en t i re  r i v e r  networir is 
uniquely defined. 
2.3.2.3. Stochastic simulation of the natural runoff process 
A comprehensive analysis of severa l  long duration time s e r i e s  showed f o r  t he  
climatic conditions of t he  GDR and with t h e  monthly time s tep ,  t ha t  t h e  runoff in 
r i v e r s  approximately posses t he  following proper t i es ,  s e e  Scnramm 1975, Dyck 
1980: 
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Figure 8: Subdivision of a r i ve r  basin f o r  water management modeling 
- i t  is nonstationary and cyclic with the  period being one year:- 
- i ts  monthly one-dimensional distribution function can sufficiently well ue 
approximated by a transformed normal distribution, e.g. by 
, three-parametric log-normal distribution (LN3-distribution) with t he  
transformation 
o r  four-parametr ic  JOHNSON distribution with t h e  transformation 
with 
Q - mean monthly runoff 
X - t ransformed, N(0,l)-distr ibuted runoff 
a ,b  , q , q o , u -  pa ramete rs  of t h e  distr ibution function; 
- i t s  s h a r p  decreas ing autocorre la t ion function f o r  small time lags indicates i t s  
Markovian c h a r a c t e r .  
Star t ing from t h e  specia l  transformation F of t h e  runoff and t h e  est imates of t h e  
distribution and cor re la t ion  functions, a multidimensional runoff p rocess  is  
appropr ia te ly  simulated in t h e  following two steps:  
(1) Simulation of t h e  t ransformed process  in t h e  defined month k (k 4 2 ,  . - . ,122) 
by means of a n  autoregress ive  scheme 
where t h e  coefficients contained in t h e  matr ices  are least-square calculated 
from t h e  auto- and c r o s s  corre la t ion estimates of t h e  t ransformed process .  
The symbols denote: 
A k  ,BL - regress ion matrices 
c k  - diagonal matrix of t h e  residual s t andard  deviations 
Ek - N ( 0 , l )  d is t r ibuted random vec to r  
m - o r d e r  of the  model. 
(2) Simulation of t h e  runoff p rocess  by inversion of t h e  transformation: 
The time s e r i e s  analysis including t h e  estimation of pa ramete rs  and matrix coeffi- 
c ients  i s  done by means of t h e  computer program SIKO. For  t h e  runoff generation 
itself and t h e  t r a n s f e r  of t h e  generated d a t a  t o  e x t e r n a l  s to rage  units t h e  program 
SIMO is  used. The two programs are descr ibed in t h e  Appendices A 1  and A2. 
2.3.2.4. Modeling of water users and flow control facilities 
For  t h e  purpose  of management modeling in a r i v e r  basin a l l  of t h e  water sup- 
ply requirements are r e p r e s e n t e d  by "users". Each u s e r  i s  specified as follows 
(see Figure 9): 
- a decimal u s e r  identification code,  
- assignment of water diversion and intake points of t h e  r i v e r  t o  balance pro- 
files, 
- t h e  seasonal (monthly) water demand in dependency of t h e  planning horizon, 
of t h e  runoff o r  o t h e r  model variables,  
- t h e  amount of t a r g e t  r e t u r n  flow, 
- a rank number, which determines t h e  pr ior i ty  of water supply among al l  users .  
Figure 9: Location of water users  with r e spec t  t o  the balance profiles 
The model allows f o r  more than one user  t o  be defined at one balance point. I t  i s  as 
w e l l  possible t o  split  up a single water supply requirement into a number of "user 
elements" with different pr ior i ty  (multistage supply scheme). 
To define a reservoi r  in the  model a decimal identifier, i t s  location, capacity 
and seasonal varying usable s torage volume must be  specified. The simulation of 
reservoi r  operation is  based on the  principle "water release according to use r  
requirements" with due consideration to  given upper  and lower storage limits. 
Furthermore, the  model enables t o  r e se rve  par t icular  s torage zones and t o  assign 
them primarily to cer ta in  users  o r  user  groups. User elements can also b e  applied 
t o  descr ibe the  t ransfer  of water from one r i ve r  section to  o ther  p a r t s  of the  
basin. 
In genera l  by t h e  above specifications t he  long t e r m  s t ra tegy  of a r i v e r  basin 
management system may be  sufficiently described. 
2.3.2.5. Deterministic simulation of the water management processes 
Based on  t he  above mentioned runoff simulation and description of t he  
management s t r a t egy  a deterministic simulation of the  monthly water allocation and 
r e s e r v o i r  operat ion activit ies can be  performed, i.e. water management balance 
and r e s e rvo i r  r e l e a se  computations. Within t h e  model t he  water allocation pro- 
cedures  (allocation of t he  available water resources  e i t he r  in space  o r  in time) 
are represen ted  by t h e  following state variables: 
D (1 ) - ac tua l  runoff at balance point 1 
LE(L ) - saved portion of t h e  actual  runoff D(1) 
at balance point L, t h a t  re f lec t s  t h e  amount of water 
a l ready  assigned to use r s  of higher  pr ior i ty  
S l ( s  ) - actual  s t o r age  in r e s e rvo i r  s 
AE(n ) - actual  water supply to use r  n . 
In opposition to t h e  real water utilization processes  which simultaneously occu r  at 
t h e  respec t ive  u s e r  s i tes ,  in t h e  model t h e  u se r s  are balanced successively 
according to t h e  given ranking sequence. Based on t h e  r e se rvo i r  operat ion pro- 
cedures  t he  r e s e rvo i r  release i s  inser ted into t h e  sequence of u se r  balancing. A s  
a resu l t  of each  of t he  use rs  balancing and supply o r  r e s e rvo i r  operat ion activi- 
ties t h e  values of t h e  respect ive  state var iables  are immediately estimated. Thus 
t h e  enti ty of t h e  state var iable  values re f lec t s  at any intermediate simulation s t ep  
all water consumptions, minimum flow requirements and r e se rvo i r  operat ion s t ep s  
a l ready being considered. This principle allows a simple and i l lustrative formula- 
tion of t h e  ac tua l  constra ints  f o r  t h e  balancing of a distinct use r .  
Ra ther  simplified, t he  overal l  simulation procedure  within a ce r t a i n  month 
can  be  descr ibed as follows: 
(1) Define the  initial systems state. 
- Read in t h e  generated runoff values f o r  all simulation subareas  (STG) f o r  
t he  c u r r e n t  month. 
- Allocate t h e  respect ive  runoff portions t o  t h e  balance profiles (accord- 
ing t o  t he  area percentage).  
- Cumulate t h e  runoff contributions downstream t o  establish t he  initial run- 
off s ta te .  
- Establish t h e  initial r e s e rvo i r  state by sett ing t h e  according var iables  to 
t h e  result ing values of t h e  previous month. 
(2) Compute t he  balance of all users  according to t h e i r  ranking with considera- 
tion of r e s e rvo i r  releases at t h e  p r o p e r  place of t h e  r ank  list. 
- Compute t h e  actual  water demand f o r  t h e  u se r  t o  b e  balanced. 
- Set up t he  u se r s  balance f o r  t h e  respect ive  balance profiles considering 
of t h e  saved runoff por t ions  AS at all downstream balance profiles,  
. in case of positive balance: full supply, 
. in case of negative balance: reduced supply (potential r e s e rvo i r  
re leases  are a l ready  contained in runoff variables D). 
- Compute actual  consumption and r e t u r n  flow values and c a r r y  ou t  the  
result ing runoff state cor rec t ions  (decreasing D). 
(3) Compute the final reservoi r  s ta te .  According t o  the reservoi r  operation prin- 
ciple a final check has t o  be made: What portion of the  (maximum) release w a s  
actually necessary t o  meet the users' requirements? Then the  f r e e  runoff 
(i.e. the amount of water not required) is taken from the r i v e r  and (with due 
regard  t o  the upper s torage limits) "filled back" t o  the  respective reservoirs.  
2.3.2.6. Registration and analysis of the systems state and critical events 
In o r d e r  t o  complete the  monthly balance calculations a statistic counting 
procedure is called f o r  registration of: 
- s ta te  variables, e.g. runoff at selected balance profiles, actual users  water 
supply and related quantities (such as ex t r a  costs, losses etc.), actual reser -  
voir re lease and s torage values, 
- selected events, e.g. beginning and duration of user  supply deficit periods. 
Besides this, informations a r e  s tored to  provide fo r  final computations of water 
supply reliablities. There are t h r ee  different types of reliability values: 
1. Reliability of frequency PH 
number of n o n f a i l u r e  y e a r s  pH = 
total  number of s imula ted  y e a r s  
2. Reliability of duration PD 
number of n o n f a i l u r e  months PD = total  number of months  
3. Reliability of amount PM f o r  a fixed time period 
accumulated ac tua l  w a t e r  s u p p l y  PM = 
accumulated w a t e r  demand 
The frequency distribution tables o r  the single frequency figures obtained from 
the  monthly registrations converge t o  probability distribution tables o r  reliability 
values respectively, provided the runoff simulation model is fairly reliable. In 
practise,  a reasonable accuracy is achieved with simulation runs over  1000 t o  2000 
years.  
2.3.2.7. The program system GRM 
The cu r ren t  level of stochastic management modeling is represented by the 
program system GRM implemented on a BESM-6 computer, s e e  Kozerski 1981. The 
GRM model is a generalized program system which has entirely been developed 
according t o  the principle "automatic model setting by input data  instead of writing 
an  individual program". The user-oriented data  representation scheme allows a 
di rec t  model application by the local water management authorities. 
A l l  specifications needed t o  adapt the generalized GRM model t o  t he  basin t o  
be investigated a r e  classified into seven input data  groups (DIC = data group iden- 
tification code), see Table 1. 
Data groups 1 - 4 and 9 have already been described in previous Sections. 
Group 8 is a numerical data  modification option facilitating the  formulation and 
running of se r ies  of typical alternatives f o r  the estimation of rational management 
strategies.  The so-called "dynamic elements" can optionally be applied, when spe- 
cial management activities a r e  t o  be inserted into the simulation procedure, which 
cannot be described by standard model elements (standard user  balancing and 
reservoi r  operation algorithms). Dynamic elements a r e  f r e e  programmable sec- 
tions, tha t  consists of single statements and/or calls of external subroutines o r  
Table 1: Input data  groups fo r  the model system GRM 
spec i f ied  model object  
I 1 7  I dynamic elements I 
11 I balance profiles ( r iver  network configuration) ! 
2 
procedures.  By a n  internal  generating module they a r e  inserted into the s tandard 
computation sequence. They can be  applied f o r  a l a rge  variety of model functions, 
e.g. tes ts  and/or sett ings of state variables o r  state-dependent parameter  manipu- 
lations of standard elements. That option of t he  model essentially contributes t o  
the  model's flexibility and its capability t o  cover  even unusual s t ra tegies  as well a s  
t o  be  coupled with complete external  models (e.g. f o r  economic assessment etc.) .  
With t he  configuration and the  management s t ra tegy of t he  system under 
investigation being specified by input data  according t o  t he  above mentioned data  
groups and, if t he  standard functions of the  program need t o  be  al tered,  the selec- 
tion of the  respect ive model options, all f u r the r  s teps  of the  computer run a r e  
automatically controlled. That includes: setting up the  internal configuration, 
definition of t he  required a r r a y s  and the i r  dimensions, input of the numerical 
parameters,  generating the  individual sequence of management simulation algo- 
rithms, start of t he  simulation run  and final output of the  results.  
basic runoff values (parameters f o r  setting up the  initial s ta te)  
i 8  
/ 9 
2.3.3. Extens ions  of  the Bas ic  Management Model 
/ 3  / user  elements 
data  modification option 
registration 
2.3.3.1. Disadvantages of  the b a s i c  s tochas t i c  management model 
Since t he  program system GRM has been put into regular  pract ical  applica- 
tion, the  basic stochastic management model has become a powerful and versati le 
tool in long-term management of sur face  water resources  in r i v e r  basins. Obviously 
this is a consequence of i ts  simple and illustrative input da ta  representation and 
the  capability t o  re f lec t  the  stochastic cha rac t e r  of the  runoff process.  The l a t t e r  
aspect  is of increasing importance in groundwater management and water quality 
investigations. These advantages of the  basic model could be  achieved owing t o  
some heavy simplifications, which however cannot b e  accepted generally: 
(1) The basic model assumes a fixed system configuration and defined management 
s t ra tegy  fo r  one simulation run, that  ref lects  e i ther  t he  present  conditions o r  
a fu ture  balance horizon. A model extension is possible covering balance 
periods (planning periods) with varying system configuration and s t ra tegy  
instead of fixed time horizons. This kind of extension is necessary, if t h e r e  
are t rends  in the  runoff formation processes  due t o  men's activity (e.g. in 
large scale  open-cast mining a r ea s )  o r  if t he  filling process  of very la rge  
reservoi rs  has  t o  be  considered. Those variations affect data  input and 
registration only while t he  modeling principle is  left  unchanged. 
(2) With the  time s tep  of one month the  actual  runoff variations are smoothed out. 
I t  i s  particularly impossible therefore  t o  integrate  flood management directly 
into t he  model. This disadvantage can be  remedied: If high values of monthly 
runoff occur ,  stochastically generated flood hydrographs are used to  replace 
the  constant monthly mean value, and the  management algorithm is switched 
over  to  a flood procedure with a suitable time s tep  (e.g. 1 day), see Thiele 
1981. 
(3) For the  basic model i t  i s  assumed, that  t h e r e  is  no coupling between groundwa- 
ter and sur face  water management. However this is  valid f o r  hilly regions 
only, while in plain r i v e r  basins this cannot be  assumed because of the  inten- 
sive water exchange between the  components of the  water resources  system. 
The following two chapters  deal with possibilities t o  remedy this disadvantage. 
(4) The basic model does not allow fo r  water quality management problems to  be 
investigated. Only a f e w  water quality parameters  (conservative t r ace r s ,  e.g. 
salt)  can  easily be  integrated into t he  model. Such parameters  depend 
directly on the  runoff and can be  controlled by means of reservoi r  releases 
o r  buffer  pools. However most of t he  water quality processes - due t o  the i r  
complexity and internal interdependences as w e l l  as the  dependence on the  
water quantity process  - are often causing serious modeling problems, even if 
a relatively detailed model is  applied. Therefore t he  issue of an  adequate 
representation of water quality aspects  within t he  stochastic management 
model i s  far from being solved in t he  next future.  
2.3.3.2. A p p l i c a t i o n  of reduced groundwater flow m o d e l s  
A possible approach to  t h e  integration of groundwater management into com- 
plex system models is  shown in Section 4. Based on computer runs  of different 
alternatives with t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model reduced submodels 
can  be derived. In principle these models fulfill most of t h e  requirements fo r  the i r  
integration in t he  GRM model. For t he  GDR test area e.g. the  following ser ies  of 
annual mean values have been estimated: 
- inflow of mine drainage water into t he  r i v e r  system, 
- water level r i s e  in t h e  remaining pits due t o  refilling from the  aquifer,  
- water exchange rate between groundwater and sur face  water in t h e  r i v e r  sys- 
t e m  (infiltration/exfiltration). 
The essential precondition fo r  the  calculations with the  "comprehensive groundwa- 
ter flow model" is  - besides the  heavy simplifications of t he  r i ve r  system in the 
model - the  assumption tha t  the  natural  groundwater r echa rge  is  constant ove r  the  
en t i re  planning period. The spatial  variability of the  groundwater r echa rge  condi- 
tions is considered in t he  individual elements and is  updated fo r  each planning 
period. This procedure is  based on the  assumption that  t he  time-dependency of t he  
groundwater r echa rge  is  almost entirely smoothed out by the  subsurface flow pro- 
cess and tha t  the significant factors  are t he  local conditions governed by lignite 
mining activities. A higher temporal resolution in the  above mentioned submodels 
is necessary t o  simulate t he  effects of cer ta in  management activities: 
- The utilization of t he  remaining pits as water reservoi rs  results in variations 
of t he  natural refilling process.  
- Significant runoff changes in the  r i ve r  system caused by management activi- 
t ies (water diversion o r  water intake) lead to  water level changes which in 
tu rn  influence t he  exchange rates between groundwater and sur face  water. 
For the  purpose of regional modeling these processes are considered to  be  local 
as a preposition fo r  t he  desired simplification of the  model. The requirement put 
on thereby are fulfilled by the  methodology of model reduction developed in Sec- 
tions 3. and 4. 
2.3.3.3. AppIicniion or' deterministic catchment models 
In opposition t o  the  d i rec t  runoff simulation scheme described above a second 
approach t o  t h e  integration of groundwater management issues is t he  indirect run- 
off generation based on meteorological factors .  For this purposes advantage may 
be taken of t he  deterministic catchment models being well-known in sur face  water 
hydrology , which are mainly applied f o r  flood forecasting, in an increasing degree 
also fo r  continuous flow simulation. 
Based on the  long-term experience in t he  application of the  conceptual catch- 
ment model EGMO (Becker 1975) some advanced versions of this model have been 
developed recently,  above others:  
- the  model EGMOF f o r  continuous flow simulation and forecasting on a daily 
basis (Becker 1983) and 
- the  model EGMOD f o r  long-term flow simulation with time increments of 1 0  days 
o r  1 month. 
The model EGMOD is a reduced modified version of EGMOF. I t  is  designed to  
transform the  input variables precipitation (monthly sum), potential evaporation 
(monthly mean) and a i r  temperature  (monthly mean) into the  mean monthly runoff 
of the  catchment under consideration. Hence fo r  t he  indirect runoff generation a 
stochastic simulation of t he  above t h r e e  meteorological processes is required. I t  
turned out, tha t  t he  simulation technique described in Section 2.3.2.3. can be  
applied t o  these processes,  too. 
For the  purpose of t he  model i t  is assumed, tha t  the  basin is horizontally clas- 
sified into t h r e e  hydrographic types (deep groundwater level, shallow groundwater 
level and water tables, see Figure 11) with t he  f i r s t  two types having an  additional 
ver t ical  subdivision into t h r e e  o r  two layers  respectively (see Figure 10). 
The model output consists of t h r e e  runoff components: 
- overland flow (surface runoff), 
- interflow (hypodermic runoff), 
- base flow (groundwater runoff). 
By modifying the respective portions of the  above classified areas (see Figure 11) 
subsurface water exchange with neighboring basins can be simulated. 
Thus in a simple way time-dependent groundwater depression cones can be  
included into the  model. In t he  EGMOD-model these depression areas do not pro- 
vide a significant natural  contribution t o  t he  r i ve r  runoff, r a t h e r  the i r  runoff is  
considered as a portion of t h e  water extraction from the  cone of depression. 
The EGMOD-model is adapted to  an individual basin by specifying 6 hydro- 
graphic parameters  which are obtained from special hydrographic maps as well as 
9 system model parameters  estimated from runoff se r ies  of at least  five year  
length. In applying the  EGMOD-model in extended groundwater depression areas 
f o r  t he  runoff simulation some additional data  are necessary, which can only be  
obtained by means of comprehensive o r  reduced groundwater flow models. Those 
da ta  are (with respect  t o  a defined balance horizon): 
Total basin area 
' Deep groundwater area Shallow groundwater area I 
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the EGMOD catchment model 
- local extension of the depression cones, 
- infiltration ra t e  from the r iver  system to the cone, 
- inflow of mine drainage water into the r iver  system. 
3. Methodology of Model Reduction 
3.1. Principle Working Steps 
Discussions in the previous sections demonstrate an apparent need for  the 
development of reduced models of regional flow processes. The demand for  such 
models results from the  concept of complex Decision Support Model Systems 
(DSMS). Furthermore, the need for reduced models may be interpreted a s  a modi- 
fied form of the requirement to apply problem-adequate models. The integration 
of a comprehensive regional model a s  an element into a DSMS is not only a com- 
puter problem, but primary a question of reasonable means. The effort for  the 
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Figure 11: Hydrographic classification of a r i ve r  basin 
development of a submodel has to  be in accordance to  t he  importance of the  pro- 
cess  under consideration. 
Generally, t he re  are two different approaches fo r  model reduction: 
(1) Simplification of the mathematical model of the  flow process,  which is sup- 
posed t o  be a comprehensive model in the  sense of Section 2.1. in such a 
manner tha t  the  simplified model can be used as an element of the DSMS. 
(2) Utilization of the  comprehensive model as an  analogue of the  natural 
processes f o r  synthetic data  generation. Reduced models a r e  derived by fit- 
ting t o  these synthetic data. 
Both procedures have advantages and disadvantages. Obviously, t he  type of the  
required submodel and the  way f o r  model reduction depends on the  model level 
under consideration. 
The first approach resul ts  in general applicable solutions supposed i t  does 
not include empirical object-specific data. The la t te r  is the case fo r  typical hydro- 
logical applications. For t he  model development especially in t he  operational 
hydrology the  completeness and reliability of observed time ser ies  become funda- 
mental. An adequate approach has been discussed in Section 2.3. 
The second approach is  directed towards a rational s torage and processing 
of computational results of the  comprehensive regional model. It is  aspired to  real- 
ize a similar accuracy as with the comprehensive model. This is possible if the 
results of the  model can be processed as a time ser ies ,  s ee  Sections 3.2, 4.2. Such 
an approach is reasonable above all f o r  the  planning model based on the planning 
periods a s  time s teps  At a 1 y e a r .  The s t a t e  of the  hydrological system is 
described by discrete  time functions (s ta te  descriptive functions), in many cases 
depending on only a few parameters.  Typical examples of such submodels a r e  given 
in Section 4.2. Fluctuations of infiltration/exfiltration during the  yea r  and even 
between years  depending on the  r i v e r  flow a r e  negligible. The natural  groundwater 
recharge  is considered to  be  constant in time ove r  the planning period, but vari-  
able in space due t o  the  r echa rge  conditions effected by open-pit mining. 
The management model is based on monthly time steps. With respec t  t o  t he  
interannual water balance situation it  is necessary t o  consider a l l  
groundwater/surface water interaction processes as systems variables.  Therefore ,  
adequate submodels involving the  history of t he  process  are needed. The reduced 
model has t o  be  not only an  effective means f o r  s torage of computed data ,  but i t  
has  t o  simulate the  functional relationships f o r  defined pa r t s  of the  comprehensive 
model. In most cases  f o r  tha t  a linearization becomes necessary. 
Only box-models may be  used as reduced models in this sense, conceptual or  
black-box type. With r ega rd  to  t h e  transition function box-models may b e  de te r -  
ministic o r  stochastic. In t he  field of groundwater management deterministic box- 
models a r e  dominant. 
Another point of view is  the  way f o r  obtaining t h e  transition function. In t he  
case of conceptual box-models t h e  transition function is derived from special 
analytical solutions of t he  system descriptive model. Therefore,  t h e  parameters  of 
this type of models allow fo r  a clear physical interpretation. Such models have the  
advantage tha t  they may be  derived fo r  regions even if no comprehensive model is 
available. 
A physical interpretation is not possible and not necessary fo r  black-box 
models. The parameters  of transition functions are obtained by fitting empirical o r  
theoretical formulas t o  observation data  o r  calculations using the  comprehensive 
model. With respec t  t o  t h e  compatibility of t he  planning model and t h e  management 
model, however, i t  is helpful, if t he  coefficients of t he  black-box model a r e  given 
as explicite functions of t he  time s tep  under consideration. 
Grey-box models are a compromise between conceptual box-models and 
black-box models, see Section 3.2.3. 
In Figure 12  an  overview on thepossibil i t ies of model reduction is given. 
Examples f o r  the  different ways of model reduction are described in Section 
4. In the  following, some mathematical approaches f o r  model reduction are dis- 
cussed. 
3.2. Types of Reduced Models 
3.2.1. Time Series of Systems Descriptive Values 
I t  is out of question that  a comprehensive regional flow model is not suitable 
a s  a submodel f o r  a complex DSMS. But, in many cases computational resul ts  of 
regional models, p repared  a s  time ser ies ,  are an adequate form f o r  the quantita- 
t ive description of the  relevant subprocesses. Such types of reduced models may 
be called parameter-free models. 
This approach is  above all  w e l l  suited f o r  t he  systems descriptive values 
within a planning model. The small number of time s teps  (about 1 0  planning periods) 
enables to  process  the  resul ts  of the  comprehensive groundwater flow model even 
in off-line mode. Variable influence values (decision variables) can be  considered 
by interpolation between the  computational resul ts  f o r  different variants.  This 
interpolation is done purly formal without analyizing the physical contents of t h e  
flow model. 
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Figure 12: Ways f o r  model reduction 
The following approach  is proposed (Kaden et.al. 1985a): 
In a f i r s t  s t e p  t h e  comprehensive regional flow model i s  used f o r  t h e  simula- 
tion of a n  a v e r a g e  systems behavior  3 in each planning per iod j ,  caused by mean 
expected inputs 7 and decisions B, considering t h e  nonlinearity of t h e  groundwater 
flow in t h e  e n t i r e  region. A s  a r e s u l t  w e  ge t  expectation values f o r  groundwater 
tables  E ( t  ), groundwater pumpage F ( t  ) etc. as functions in time. I t  i s  assumed t h a t  
the  actual  inputs ? and decisions D are close t o  t h e  mean expected values 7 and 5. 
In a second s t e p  t h e  comprehensive regional groundwater flow model i s  used 
f o r  t h e  estimation of t h e  consequences on t h e  systems development LS, caused by 
changes of inputs Al o r  decisions bD. E.g. f o r  t h e  GDR Test Area w e  studied 
separa te ly  t h e  consequences of t h e  changes  in t h e  filling p rocess  of t h e  remaining 
pit  as well as changes of t h e  predewatering p rocess  in one of t h e  mines on t h e  
development of t h e  groundwater tables  in a n  agr icul tura l  area Ah,, . 
By means of superposit ion of t h e  a v e r a g e  systems behavior  i? and t h e  
separa te ly  studied consequences hS in a thi rd  s t ep  a usable model of t h e  systems 
behavior S i s  obtained, assuming t h a t  t h e  e r r o r  due t o  t h e  nonlinearity would b e  
small. This c a n  b e  checked by t h e  comprehensive regional flow model. 
This type of model reduction f i t s  well t o  t h e  mode of work and output of com- 
plex regional models. In Section 4.2 examples f o r  t h e  GDR Test Area are given. I t s  
bounds of possibilities are exceeded if systems descr ipt ive  values have t o  b e  
modeled. In such case functional relat ionships have t o  b e  derived.  Then t h e  
computational resul ts  of the  regional flow model form the  data  base fo r  t he  
development of reduced models. 
3.2.2. Recurs ive  Di f fe rence  E q u a t i o n s  
From the  computational point of view recurs ive  diflerence equa t ions  a r e  a 
par t icular  advantageous form of reduced models. A s  a simple example le t  us exam- 
ine the case of one systems descr ipt ive va lue  y ( t )  depending on one influence 
va lue  (decision variable) w ( t ) .  The time dependency of w ( t )  is approximated a s  a 
s tep function 
w ( t ) = w t  f o r  ( i - 1 ) - A t < t < i . A t  . (3.1) 
For t he  function values y k  = y (k.At) the following statement is  given: 
The parameters m and n ,  which character ize  t he  "memory" of the  investigated 
process,  have t o  b e  estimated in the  framework of model adaption. Our investiga- 
tions did resul t  in t he  conclusion that  the parameters  m = 2 and n = 1 are practi-  
cally most important. It can be  proven analytically tha t  the recursion equation 
may be  interpreted as an analogue of a l inear differential equation second o r d e r  
with constant coefficients. The coefficients a l ,  a 2 ,  bo, b l  have t o  satisfy cer ta in  
consistency conditions (see Section 4.3.3). 
This interpretation is methodological important because it enables us t o  
comprehend the  dependency between the coefficients and the  time s teps  At in a 
mathematical expression. And this is the solution fo r  t he  problem of compatibility 
between the  planning model and the management model formulated in Section 1. In 
both model levels submodels of the form (3.3) are used. Their coefficients resul t  
from different A t  values. 
The estimation of the  coefficients q, b{ based on simulation resul ts  is a typi- 
cal approximation problem t o  be solved e.g. by t he  last s q u a r e  method. Some addi- 
tional possibilities resul t  if the  function y ( t )  is  described by an  analytical transi-  
tion function. Then a discrete  weighting function can b e  derived: 
Inserting Eq, (3.4) into (3.2) results in conditional equations fo r  the  coefficients b{ 
of the  influence values wk-{ and at of the  systems descriptive values y k .  These 
equations form an  overdetermined system of equations. It may be  solved approxi- 
mately with common methods. Another approach is  to  satisfy the equations f o r  the  
actual influence values (wk , wk - l , ~ k  -2r.. .) and to  realize the  exac t  stationary value 
of the transition process  (w = const. ). 
In Section 4.5 an  example is explained. 
3.2.3. Grey-Box Models  
Another powerful approach f o r  the development of reduced models is t he  
application of simplified mathematical models (differential equations) of the  inves- 
tigated processes. In difference t o  the  black-box models the  model parameters  
may b e  interpreted physically, but the i r  optimal values are generally adapted to 
given simulated o r  observed data. 
This intuitive way of model reduction plays the dominant ro le  in modeling 
water quality subprocesses,  see  Luckner et.al. 1985. 
Here i t  i s  applied fo r  modeling the  interdependencies remaining pit  - ground- 
water, see Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Formal the  same resul ts  a r e  obtained as inter- 
preting the  recursive Eq. (3.3) as a differential equation. The submodels are well 
suited both f o r  the  planning model and fo r  t he  management model. 
4. E x a m p l e s  f o r  the Development  o f  R e d u c e d  Mode l s  
In t he  following several  types of submodels are discussed which are needed 
both, for a planning model with time s teps  of one yea r  and l a rge r ,  and/or f o r  a 
management model for monthly simulation of the  essential hydrological processes. 
All examples refer to the  GDR test a r e a  being considered in the IIASA case-study, 
see Kaden et al. 1985a,b. 
A s h o r t  description of t he  test area is  given in the following Section 4.1. In 
Section 4.2 t h e  estimation of submodels fo r  t he  planning model is described, based 
on the  regional groundwater flow model developed by Peukert  1979. In Sections 
4.3.-4.5. typical variants of the proposed methodology of model reduction a r e  
presented especially for the  management model. 
4.1. T h e  GDR T e s t  Area 
The selected test area is  located in t h e  south-eastern p a r t  of the  German 
Democratic Republic in the  so called Lusatian Lignite District, the  most important 
and eldest lignite mining cen t r e  of ou r  country. Since the  middle of the  19-th cen- 
tury open-pit lignite mines are in operation there .  The test region depicted in Fig- 
u r e  13 is  a n  about 500 k m 2  l a rge  p a r t  of t he  mining a rea .  
The aquifer system of t he  test a r e a  can be  schematized in t r e e  aquifers (the 
f i r s t  being unconfined), separated by aquitards (lignite). The boundary of t he  test 
area is not identically with t he  subsurface catchment area. Groundwater inflow, 
outflow respectively have t o  be  considered. The region is  crossed by a st ream and 
some t r ibutar ies .  
Due to  mine drainage t h e  groundwater flow is strong influenced. The cone- 
shaped groundwater depressions caused by the  dewatering meassures of these 
mines superimpose each o ther .  This superposition-state i s  permanently changing in 
space and time due to  t he  progress  of mining. Consequently municipal and indus- 
t r i a l  water supply plants as well as agricultural and environmental valuable a r e a s  
a r e  influenced. The groundwater and surface water resources  a r e  closely interre-  
lated (baseflow into sur face  waters under natural conditions, infiltration (percola- 
tion) of sur face  water into the  aquifer in t he  course of groundwater lowering due 
t o  mine drainage). 
After closing lignite mining (in the  test area mine A), resulting from the  aban- 
doning of dewatering measures the regional groundwater lowering process  is addi- 
tionally superimposed by the  groundwater rebound. This groundwater rebound 
process  i s  forced by a newly formed remaining pit, used as a water reservoi r  and 
fo r  flood regulation by the  water management authority. The r i s e  of the  water 
table in the  remaining pit  up to the  planned final water levels increases t he  amount 
of water pumpage of drainage wells operating in the  vicinity of these remaining 
pits. 
The inflows into t he  region from the  stream and the  t r ibutar ies  a r e  natural  
ones depending on the  hydro-meteorological situation in the  upstream catchment 
a reas .  
A Waterworks Rivers 
In the tes t  regions al l  important impacts on the  water resources  system being 
typical f o r  mining areas a r e  considered. 
4.2. M o d e l i n g  M i n e  D r a i n a g e  and Groundwater Tables in Selected Areas 
In o r d e r  to  analyse t he  impacts of lignite mining on groundwater flow it  was 
necessary t o  use a comprehensive regional groundwater flow model. 
For the  whole a r e a  a regional continuously working model is a l ready existent. 
This model is  in operation in i ts  third s tage of improvement and complementation. 
For the  simulation the two-dimensional non-steady model HOREGO was chosen, see 
Section 2.2. The finite elements grid consists of about 1000 elements with an  a r e a  
between 1 and 4 km2 (see Peuker t  1979 and Peuker t  et al. 1982). 
The model w a s  calibrated f o r  a period of 8 years.  The groundwater flow pro- 
cess in the test region w a s  w e l l  known f o r  this period due t o  sufficient measure- 
ments of the  groundwater table  and of water pumpage in the  individual open-pit 
mines. The calibration of t he  groundwater flow model w a s  done by trial-and-error.  
Especially the  transmissivity of t he  aquifer system and boundary conditions of the  
model have been varied. 
In the following some resu l t s  of the  simulation f o r  the  development of submo- 
dels and f o r  t h e  estimation of the  consequences of varying inputs and decisions 
(control variables) by use of the  existing comprehensive regional groundwater 
flow model are demonstrated, see also Kaden et al. 1985a,b, especially Figure 1 in 
Kaden et al. 1985b. 
In the upper  p a r t  of Figure 14 the  development of the  groundwater table in an 
agricultural area is  shown. W e  see that  in general the  groundwater table is lower- 
ing with the  movement of mines closer  t o  the agricultural a rea .  The main influence 
resul ts  from mine D in this case.  The process of groundwater rebound in this  a r e a  
is postponed due to t he  drainage measures of mine B. This can be recognized in t he  
curve  a f t e r  t he  25th year .  A t  this time mine D is  already f a r  away from the  agri- 
cultural a r e a ,  but the  dewatering systems of mine B are sti l l  operating and the  
groundwater rebound process  is delayed. 
Curve 1 shows the  development of the groundwater table  at normal predewa- 
tering conditions in mine D, tha t  means 3 years  in advance. Curve 2 holds if the  
start of the  dewatering measures is t w o  yea r s  ear l ie r  and curve  3 if this  s t a r t  is 
two years  later. The coincidence of a l l  t h r ee  lines a f t e r  t he  simulation yea r  25 
elucidates the  decreasing influence of mine D at the  groundwater table in this 
area. 
In the lower p a r t  of this figure the  development of t he  groundwater table in 
an environmental protection area is shown influenced by the filling process  in the 
neighboring remaining pit. A t  the  beginning the  groundwater table  development is  
influenced by the  dewatering measures of t he  mines C and A. In the  yea r  10  of 
simulation mine C is located in the closest distance from the  environmental protec- 
tion area. A t  the  same time the  drainage of mine A is getting out of operation. The 
groundwater rebound in this region begins. In the 17th yea r  of investigation s t a r t s  
the  filling process  in the  newly formed remaining pit situated in t he  area of the  
former mine A. Curve 4 shows the  development of the  groundwater table if t he  
remaining pit  will be filled with water from the  r i v e r  (100 Mill. m =/ annum ) and 
curve  5 shows this  development if the remaining pit will be  filled only by inflow of 
natural  groundwater. The impact of the  filling process  of the  remaining pit on the 
development of t he  groundwater table in the  environmental protection a r e a  is  
strongly dampened because t he  distance is  about 6 km. 
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Figure 14: Influence functions f o r  groundwater tables 
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In the lower p a r t  of Figure 14 the time period is marked f o r  which an  artifi- 
cial groundwater recharge  is necessary in the  influenced area in o rde r  t o  prevent 
changes in the  environmental protection a rea .  
In the  upper  p a r t  of the  Figure 15, the development of the 
exfiltration/infiltration behaviour of a r ive r  section is shown influenced by the fil- 
ling process of the  remaining pit. The exfiltration in this section is decreasing t o  
about the 13th simulation year  due to  the drainage of the neighbouring mines A and 
B. Because of closed dewatering of mine A nea r  the year  1 0  a short-term increas- 
ing of the exfiltration r a t e  can be recognized. In t he  year  15, the influence of 
mine B becomes significant resulting in infiltration in this r i ve r  section. From the  
20th year  the influence of the  filling process in the remaining pit is  obviously 
superimposed by the slowly reduced influence of mine B. 
I n '  the  lower p a r t  of this figure t he  development of the 
exfiltration/infiltration behaviour of another  r i ve r  section is shown influenced by 
the changing dewatering process of mine D. 
In Figure 1 6  the development of a simplified model fo r  the  groundwater pum- 
page in mine D is demonstrated, according to  the approach in Section 3.2.1. 
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Figure 15: Influence functions f o r  bank fi l trat ion 
A s  mentioned above, t h r e e  functions are shown, curve  1 f o r  common dewater-  
ing time, cu rve  2 f o r  dewatering t w o  y e a r s  later (htmd = +2) and curve  3 f o r  t w o  
y e a r s  e a r l i e r  (Aimd = -2). W e  recognize t h a t  t he  consequences of maximum values 
of water pumpage, caused by dras t i c  changes of dewatering measures a r e  dam- 
pened more or less  depending on the  size of t h e  cone-shaped groundwater depres-  
sion. I t  i s  evident t ha t  a longer dewatering time causes a l a r g e r  cone-shaped 
groundwater depression than  a s h o r t e r  dewatering time and t he r e fo r e  t h e  dampen- 
ing i s  more or less strong. 
In t he  lower p a r t  of th is  f igure a n  analytic function is  given, character iz ing 
t h e  development of water pumpage in mine D sufficiently accurate ly .  The coeffi- 
c ients  a t o  a3 can  be  taken from t h e  t ab le  f o r  each planning period j. 
Altogether f o r  t h e  GDR test area t h e  following submodels (system descr ipt ive  
functions) were derived from t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model, using t he  
same methodology: 
- development of t h e  groundwater level in a n  agr icul tural  a r e a ,  
- development of t h e  groundwater level in a n  environmental protect ion a r e a ,  
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Figure 16: Submodel fo r  groundwater pumpage 
- development of the  groundwater level in the  vicinity of wells fo r  municipal 
water use, 
- groundwater pumpage of all mines, 
- raising process  of the  water level in the remaining pit (see Section 4.3.), 
- increasing of pumpage of mine B due to  the  filling process  in the  remaining pit 
(see Section 4.4.). 
- development of infiltration/exfiltration behavior f o r  all r i v e r  sections (see 
Section 4.5). 
The proposed methodology should be  generally applicable. i\Jevertheless, resul ts  
of modeling using such strongly simplified models, should be verified using 
comprehensive flow models. 
4.3. Remaining Pit Management 
4.3.1. Analysis of  the Problem 
In previous sections i t  has  a l ready been explained which impacts on t h e  pro- 
c e s s  of runoff formation are caused by t h e  large-area  drawdown of groundwater 
during t h e  drainage of open-pit mines. These problems are not immediatly elim- 
inated at t h e  end of t h e  mine drainage a f t e r  closing mines. On t h e  con t ra ry ,  a f t e r  
abandoning of mine-drainage significant water balance deficits  in t h e  s t reams will 
o c c u r  temporary because t h e  aquifer  has  t o  b e  recharged  by precipitation and in 
t h e  s t reams a balance compensation i s  no longer  ensured by t h e  inflow of mine 
drainage water. 
An effect ive  compensation of deficits  can  only b e  realized by t h e  help of water 
r e s e r v o i r s  being included into t h e  management of t h e  sur face  water system. The 
hydrological utilization of t h e  remaining pi ts  in mining areas i s  t h e  most p r e f e r -  
ab le  solution f o r  a reasonable  recultivation of t h e  mining areas, t o  avoid water 
deficits, and t o  satisfy flood protection.  
The use  of remaining pi ts  as r e s e rvo i r s  requ i res  a considerable investment. 
Therefor  i t s  effectivity and i t s  management s t ra tegy  ha s  t o  b e  estimated in 
advance. Two major s tages  have to be  distinguished, t h e  s tage  of recharging t h e  
remaining pit ,  and t h e  management s tage  f o r  i t s  utilization in water management. 
Recharge stage 
The management of remaining pits  t akes  place  within a "usable s to rage  layer". 
In o r d e r  t o  ge t  t h e  water table  of the  remaining pi t  within th i s  l ayer  i t  i s  necessary 
t o  r e c h a rge  t h e  remaining pi t  a f t e r  abandoning t h e  drainage wells around t h e  
open-pit mine. This can e i t he r  be  done by na tura l  groundwater inflow o r  addition- 
ally by ar t i f ic ia l  su r face  water o r  mine water inflow. The latter resu l t s  in water 
losses by infiltration from t h e  remaining p i t  into t h e  aquifer .  
Altogether t h e  following problems a r i s e  in th is  stage: 
- t o  determine t h e  usable s to rage  layer  f o r  management and f o r  flood protec-  
tion, 
- to determine t h e  water t ab le  of t h e  remaining pi t  in time f o r  t he  case of t h e  
natural  r e c h a r g e  p rocess  up t o  t h e  usable s t o r age  layer ,  
- to estimate a ra t ional  s t r a t egy  f o r  ar t i f ic ia l  r e c h a r g e  (refill). 
Management s tage 
After reaching t h e  usable s to rage  l aye r  t h e  remaining pi t  can  b e  used as a 
water rese rvo i r .  In such a case ,  t he  management is analogously t o  r e s e rvo i r  
management including flood protection.  One dif ference is  t ha t  t h e  s to rage  basin is 
located in t h e  by-pass of t h e  s t ream.  Due t o  this,  a pumping station can  b e  included 
in t h e  management t o  t r an s f e r  water between t h e  remaining pi t  and t h e  s t ream 
especially f o r  flow augmentation. 
Within t h e  framework of a time-variable management (on monthly basis) t h e  
following problems have to b e  solved: 
- t o  estimate t h e  response of t h e  remaining p i t  on var iable  monthly discharge 
and intake; 
- t o  determine t h e  water intake needed f o r  compensation of infiltration losses; 
- t o  investigate a n  effective management s t ra tegy ;  
- to  estimate the  consequences of the management on the  surroundings (e.g. 
increased mine drainage f o r  neighbored mines). 
4.3.2. Approach for Model Reduction 
For model reduction the  comprehensive groundwater flow model described in 
Section 4.2 has been used, especially the  facilities fo r  modeling water bodies. 
Detailed computations of variants of the  r echa rge  and management s tage has  been 
done with the  comprehensive flow model in o r d e r  t o  get  comprehensive synthetical 
data  about t he  nonlinear process  of remaining pi t  management a s  a base f o r  model 
reduction. 
In Figures 19 and 22 computational resul ts  f o r  management variants with the 
comprehensive groundwater flow (and reduced models) a r e  depicted. A s  t he  dom- 
inant input, the  difference between the  inflow into and the  discharge from the  
remaining pi t  was varied over  an interval being realist ic from the  hydrological 
point of view. These model resul ts  s e rve  fu r the r  on t o  quantify and/or t o  evaluate 
the  model precision of the  reduced models. 
In Figure 17 t h e  principle way of model reduction is  depicted. 
Figure 17: Steps f o r  model reduction of remaining pit  management 
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A s  a f i r s t  s tep  of model reduction, a black-box model in terms of a difference equa- 
tion considering a history of 2 yea r s  w a s  found to  be  the  best suited model. 
According t o  Section 3.2.2., this type of model is  considered a s  analogue of a dif- 
ferential  equation second o rde r .  In t he  following Section 4.3.3. a physical 
interpretation of this  model is  given. Simultaneously a conceptual box-model of 
the  remaining pit management has  been developed, see Section 4.3.4. 
All models a r e  designed t o  describe the  dynamic behavior of the  water table  in 
the  remaining pit in dependence on its management. 
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4.3.3. Grey-Box Model 
The model s t ruc ture  is derived by the help of a block concept subdividing the 
a r e a  under consideration into th ree  blocks: 
- the remaining pit, 
- the aquifer around the remaining pit (GWLl) which is directly influenced by 
the remaining pit, 
- the neighbored pa r t  of the aquifer (GWL2) which is undisturbed by the  o ther  
blocks (see Figure 18). 
The water table in the remaining pit and the groundwater table a r e  the s ta te  vari- 
ables, assumed t o  be constant within their  blocks. The blocks a r e  connected by the 
continuity equation and a kinetic equation. In o rde r  t o  get a simple model s t ruc ture  
two assumptions have been formulated which enable an  approximate linearization 
of the problem: 
(1) The horizontal a r e a  of the  remaining pit at any water level is proportional t o  
the corresponding a r e a  of exchange between the remaining pit and the GWL1. 
Such an  assumption permits the linearization of the dynamic behavior if the 
reaction of the s torage GWLl on the  remaining pit is negligible. 
(2) The influence of the  remaining pit management on the dynamic systems 
behavior is small and is assumed t o  be approximately linear. For example this 
holds t rue  if the variation of the exchange a r e a  of the remaining pit  is small 
in relation t o  its water table. 
Especially within the usable s torage layer  (from 108 m < hp < 118 nr ) both assump- 
tions a r e  justified. Possible influences of external boundary conditions on the 
dynamic systems behavior a r e  separated by subtraction of two different manage- 
ment variants with the same external  boundary conditions. 
Based on the assumptions above we obtain fo r  the dynamic behaviour of the 
water table f o r  two interacting storages (Kindler 1972): 
with 
D1tD2 - time constants 
K - proportionality constant 
q p  - constant inflow into ( > 0 ) o r  discharge 
from ( < 0 ) the remaining pit 
K~ - difference between the actual water table 
and that  f o r  natural recharge.  
The homogeneous solution of the  differential equation (4.1) can be given a s  a homo- 
geneous recurrence  equation of second-order: 
(- p At (- -1 
with: Pi=e , P 2 = e  D2 . 4 t = t i - t , - 1  
After integration of the differential equation (4.1) with the initial conditions 
we get  the transition function S( At ) in the following form: 
Figure 18: Block s t ruc ture  of the  grey-box model 
At -Dl 
S(At)  =l - c l - P 1  - c2 .P2  , with c l  = , c 2 = 1 - c 1  
D2 -Dl 
Through superposition of t he  discrete  time-dependent inflow into o r  discharge 
from the remaining pit  w e  obtain based on the  homogeneous solution: 
with 
i - time s tep  in years  
h i ( i  - water table in t he  remaining pit f o r  natural  r echa rge  
a t  the  end of the  yea r  i (see Appendix B) 
hp ( i  - water table  in t he  remaining pit at t he  end 
of t he  y e a r  i 
q,, ( i  ) - inflow into o r  discharge from the  remaining pit  
c 
within the  yea r  i in Mil l .  m s  year 
This inhomogeneous r ecu r r ence  equation of second-order has  t h r e e  parameters  - 
the  two time constants Dl ,  D2 and the  proportionality constant K. These parame- 
t e r s  are quantified by adaptation of Eq. (4.5) t o  discrete  annual values of the  
water level in the  remaining pit (calculated by means of the  comprehensive grund- 
water flow model, see Section 4.2) fo r  different management variants. The follow- 
ing parameters  have been estimated for water tables within the usable s torage 
layer: 
years D2 =4.21400 [years 1 , D l  =0.66234 [years ] , K = 0.31276 [- 
km I .  
To apply the  Eq. (4.5) also f o r  water tables below the  usable s torage layer  i t  w a s  
empirically modified with the  a r b i t r a r y  function y ( i )  . 
-0.004 qp ( i )  f o r  i g ip +I 
-0.003.qp(i)  f o r  i = ip +2 (4.6) 
f o r  i >ip +2 
with zp - yea r  of opening the  remaining pit. 
Based on tha t  the grey-box model f o r  yearly time s teps  gets  t he  following form: 
A n n u a l  model 
with 
h,(i)  =h,( i )  - b 3 ( i )  
Through modification of the  time interval in the  annual model (modification of 
parameters  P1 and Pz in Eq. (4.2) w e  get the  following monthly model: 
Monthly model 
h , ( i , k )  = h z ( i , k )  + a l . & ( i , k  -1) +a2.K,( i  ,k -2) + (4.8) 
+ b o *  y ( i ) . q , ( i , k )  + b l .  y ( i  -1).q,(i,k -1) 
with 
a = 1.86219 , a = -0.86451 , bo = 0.00906 , b , = -0.00833 
k - number of month, k = I ,  ..., 1 2  
h;(i , 12) - water level in the  remaining pit f o r  natural  recharge  
at t h e  end of t he  year  i in meters 
h, ( i  , k )  - water level in the  remaining pit  a t  t h e  end 
of month k in t he  yea r  i in meters 
q, ( i  , k )  - constant inflow into o r  discharge from the  remaining pit  
within the  month k in the  y e a r ' i  in Mill. m" y e a r  
In Figure 19  the  water ta0ble in the remaining pit  is depicted fo r  different manage- 
ment variants comparing the  resul ts  of the  reduced model and of t he  comprehen- 
sive groundwater flow model. The standard deviation between the  results of both 
models is 0.56 m f o r  a range  of 36.95 m .  
4.3.4. C o n c e p t u a l  Block-Model 
4.3.4.1. Der iva t ion  of  the fundamen ta l  solution 
In simplifying i ts  geometry, a remaining pit can be  considered as a well with a 
large diameter. Consequently i t  is possible t o  use analytical solutions of t he  well 
hydraulics a s  a transit ion function. The inner boundary condition of t he  classical 
THEISS-solution (r -, 0) has  t o  be  replaced by an  adequately modified one since t he  
s torage effect  of t he  "well" (remaining pit) is  not negligible (see Figure 20). 
According t o  Cooper e t  al. 1967 w e  get t he  following approach applying the 
Laplacetransformation:  
m e r e n t i a l  equat ion:  
(1) 
Inflow into or discharge (-1 from 
the remaining pit in Mill. mslyear 
( ) Number of management variant 
hO Water table in the remaining pit 
P in the case of its natural rise 
- Comprehensive groundwater flow model 
- - Grey-box model 
80 
18 20 2 2 24 26 Years 
+ 
Figure 19: Water table  in the remaining pit  f o r  different management variants 
- grey-box model 
Boundary  and  i n i t a l  condi t ions:  
h ( r , , t )  = H ( t )  , h ( . o , t )  = O  , h(r,O) = O  (4.11) 
Solution of Laplace transformed diflerential  equat ion:  
with 
KO, KI - Bessel-functions 
r - space coordinate 
t  - time 
7 ,  , 7 ,  - see Figure 20 
a - geohydraulic time constant 
[ml 
[sec. 
Figure 20: Idealized representat ion of a finite-diameter well 
S - s to rage  coefficient i- 1 
S o l u t i o n  of the  problem by i n v e r s e  Lap l ace t r ans fo rma t ion :  
The f a c to r  F resul ts  from t h e  inverse  Lap lace t rans format ion .  From the  analyti- 
cal inverse transformation w e  ge t  according to  Carslaw, Jaeger  1959: 
with 
and J,, J, ,Yo, Y - generalized Bessel-func tions. 
4.3.4.2. Modi f i c a t i on  of  the f u n d a m e n t a l  solution 
For  management modeling of t h e  remaining pit  the  solution (Eq. 4.16) i s  in t he  
given form not ye t  applicable because a few typical conditions have not been con- 
sidered: 
(1) Variations of groundwater dynamics due t o  ex te rna l  boundary conditions; 
The influence of external  boundary conditions is eliminated by the help of 
separat ion calculations. The actual variation of t he  s torage volume up of the  
remaining pit resul ts  on the one hand from the  inflow/outflow due t o  external  
boundary conditions (natural recharge  q i  ) and on the  o the r  hand from 
intakes/discharges Aq, and exfiltrations/infiltrations qi, resulting therefrom 
(see Figure 21). The following balance equation holds f o r  a planning horizon 
from time tB t o  tE:  
with 
Figure 21: Separation of balance components 
(2) Differing geometry of the  remaining pit from the  cylindrical well form (non- 
l inear dependency between s torage water table and volume); 
The geometrical deviation of the  remaining pit from a cylindrical form is 
character ized by the  relationship r, =j (h,). This nonlinearity is eliminated 
updating the  radius r, by s tep (step by s tep  linearization). 
(3) Unconfined flow conditions; 
The unconfined flow condition ( transmissivity T =j (hp) ) is simplified intro- 
ducing a mean constant transmissivity. 
(4) Time-variable management (artificial inflow); 
The consideration of the  time-variable management is possible on the basis of 
the superposition principle by the  use of the convolution operation. 
(5) Consideration of an additional hydraulic res is tance reflecting the  transforma- 
tion of flow from vert ical  to  horizontal direction. 
Within t he  comprehensive groundwater flow model the remaining pit is moaeied 
in the  form of a n  inner  boundary condition of third kind. In o r d e r  to  consider 
this in t he  block-model, the  relevant radius  fo r  t he  exchange area, r s , o l d  , is  
reduced a t  the  recommendation in Busch, Luckner 1972: 
The reciprocal  value of RhVdr resul ts  a s  a sum of the  reciprocal  additional 
hydraulic res is tances  (parallel circuit)  used in t he  boundary condition in t he  
comprehensive f l o w  model, see Section 2.2.3. 
Based on all mentioned modifications w e  obtain t he  following time-discrete algo- 
rithm with tk = k.At,  kg S k S  kE: 
The individual components a r e  determined a s  follows: 
v:(tk) =Pup (h:(tk+l) -Pup (hi( tk  1) 
vi, (tk ) = q i  (tk ) * At 
with 
h i  i s  t he  water level in t h e  remaining pit f o r  natural  recharge ,  see Appendix B fo r  
the  Test Area. 
The program f o r  this  algorithm is  given in Appendix A 3 .  The inverse 
Laplace-transformation i s  done numerically. On the  basis of the  numerical integra- 
tion the computing time is  reduced by a fac tor  of about 1 5  a s  compared with the  
computation of F in Eq. (4.17). 
4.3.4.3. Simulation oi management variants 
The developed program h a s  been tes ted f o r  t h e  remaining p i t  management in 
t h e  GDR test a r e a .  For t h e  system-descriptive pa ramete rs  t h e  s e t  of pa ramete rs  
of t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model has  been used. The d i sc re te  geohy- 
draul ic  pa ramete rs  of t h a t  model (permeability coefficient ,  s t o r a g e  coefficient)  
have been transformed by ar i thmet ic  averaging into t h e  in tegrated form needed. 
The mean geohydraulic time constant has  been estimated by a = a  (r, , tE)  see 
Busch, Luckner 1972. The undisturbed mean groundwater level  f o r  t h e  area i s  
about 118 meters.  For  t h e  computations monthly time s t e p s  have been used in 
accordance  with t h e  requirements  of t h e  management model. 
By computations with t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model t h e  r e s u l t s  
obtained f o r  na tu ra l  r e c h a r g e  (q =J' ( t ) )  have been used t o  s e p a r a t e  influences 
due t o  e x t e r n a l  boundary conditions. 
In Figure 22 t h e  computational r esu l t s  f o r  d i f ferent  management va r ian t s  are 
compared with those  of t h e  comprehensive model. 
hp [ml 
(V) 
( IV)  
( I l l )  
(11) 
50 Inflow into or discharge (-1 from 
the remaining pit in Mill. m3/year 
j Number of management variant 
h: 
Water table in the remaining pit 
in the case of its natural rise 
- Comprehensive groundwater flow model 
- - Conceptual box model 
b 
18 20 22 24 26 Years 
Figure 22: Water table in t h e  remaining p i t  f o r  d i f ferent  management va r ian t s  
- conceptional block-model 
The modeling of t h e  remaining p i t  management with t h e  comprehensive flow 
model pract ica l ly  does not  permit  t h e  simulation of monthly responses  on 
corresponding management va r ian t s  (monthly constant o r  variable).  The reason  f o r  
t h a t  i s  above  a l l  a significantly increased computing time. With . the  given model 
concept  i t  i s  possible, f o r  instance,  t o  provide computational r esu l t s  f o r  monthly 
time s t e p s  without any growth of computing time o r  t o  enabie  a simulation of t h e  
monthly varying management with small additional effor t .  
Because t he  response of t h e  conceptional block-model a g r e e s  well with t ha t  of 
t h e  comprehensive flow model f o r  monthly constant management, w e  conclude from 
these  resu l t s  at t h e  reliabil i ty of t h e  conceptional model in t h e  case of monthly 
varying management. Figure 23 shows t h e  comparison between computing resul ts  
executed in di f ferent  ways f o r  monthly managements. 
- Conceptual box-model 
- - - Comprehensive model 
50 Inflow into the remaining pit 
-
in Mill. m31year 
0 
1 I I 
I I I b 
22 23 24 Years 
Figure 23: Computational resu l t s  f o r  monthly management 
With t he  computational resu l t s  i t  i s  possible both,  t o  de tec t  t ha t  d i f ferent  
management on a monthly base  has  a s t rong influence on  t h e  annual values, and t o  
test t h e  monthly values of o t h e r  more simplified models as t h e  black-box-model 
being described in Kaden et al .  1985 and used f o r  t h e  planning model of t h e  DSMS 
f o r  t h e  GDR test area. 
4.4. Impact o f  Remaining Pit Management on Pine Drainage  
If a remaining pi t  i s  located close to an  operating open-pit mine, t h e  drainage 
of th i s  mine may b e  affected.  This i s  the  case f o r  t h e  mine B in t h e  GDR test region, 
see Kaden et.al. 1985a. 
Basis of t h e  reduced model are computations with t h e  comprehensive ground- 
water flow model. Analogously t o  t h e  submodel "remaining p i t  management" (Sec- 
tion 4.3.3) f o r  t h e  model reduction t h e  system is  simplified into a few blocks. Com- 
bining t he  mathematical models of t h e  blocks resu l t s  in a grey-box model. The fol- 
lowing blocks are considered: 
- open-pit mine, 
- remaining pit ,  
- aquifer being direct ly  affected by t he  mine and t h e  remaining pit ,  
- aquifer not directly affected. 
The objective of t he  modeling is t o  estimate t he  increased mine drainage due to  the  
management of t he  remaining pit. A s  the  state variable t he  water level, groundwa- 
ter table respectively is  considered. Impacts of external  boundary conditions on 
the  mine drainage a r e  separated by subtraction of the  resul ts  fo r  differing 
management alternatives with t he  same external  boundary conditions. 
The dynamics of increased mine drainage is fo r  t he  given block concept 
described a s  a l inear  reservoi r  (Kindler 1972): 
with 
q5b ( t  = qgb ( t  - !zg?(t s q"g ( 0 )  = 0 
t - time 
q"g ( t  ) - actual amount of mine drainage 
qg:( t)  - amount of mine drainage in t he  case of 
natural r echa rge  of t he  remaining pit  (see Appendix B1) 
D - time constant 
K - proportionality constant 
q"gp ( t )  - difference of groundwater inflow into the  managed 
remaining pit  t o  the  inflow f o r  natural  recharge.  
The value q"g, ( t )  is f o r  annual mean values approximated by the  following function: 
q 5 p ( i )  = ~ * ( & , ( i )  - & ( i - 1 ) )  - q p ( i )  (4.34) 
with 
i - time in yea r s  
qp ( i  - constant inflow/outflow of t he  remaining pit 
f o r  t h e  yea r  i 
xp ( i )  - difference of the  water table  in t he  managed 
remaining pit t o  the  water table f o r  natural r echa rge  
at t he  end of t he  year  i 
A - average horizontal area of the  remaining pit. 
Assuming linearity w e  obtain based on the superposition principle the following 
grey-box model f o r  annual mean values of t he  increased mine drainage depending 
on the  management of the  remaining pit: 
q & ( i )  = al .q"g(i  -1) + b o . e ( i )  + b 1 . ( K p ( i )  -&( i  -1))  (4.35) 
with 
q"g( i )  = O  fo r  i S i p  + 2  , & ( i )  = h p ( i )  - h i ( i )  
a l  =0.45929 , b a  =0.02245 , b l  = -0.31948 
i p  - yea r  of opening the remaining pi t  
h,  (i - water table  in t he  remaining pit at t he  end of the  yea r  i 
q"g ((i) - increased mine drainage due t o  management of the 
Mill. m 
remaining pit  f o r  t he  yea r  i in 
year 
The model parameter  are estimated adapting Eq. (4.35) t o  resul ts  of t he  
comprehensive groundwater flow model. Only such data  of the  comprehensive model 
have been selected which are character ized by water levels in the  remaining pi t  
within t he  usable s to rage  layer .  
In Figure 24 t h e  resu l t s  of t h e  reduced model and t he  comprehensive mociel 
are depicted f o r  two management variants.  The water level in t h e  remaining pi t  has  
been estimated with t h e  submodel "remaining pit", s e e  Section 4.3.3. 
Gb(t) [Mill. m3lyear] 
I I 
I I I I I I , Years 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
- Comprehensive groundwater flow model 
- -- Grey box model 
50 - Inflow into or discharge from the 
remaining pit in Mill. m31year 
Figure 24: Increased mine drainage due to remaining pit  management 
4.5. S i m d a t i o n  o f  Exchange  P r o c e s s e s  between a Stream and Groundwater 
4.5.1. Analysis o f  the Problem 
In t he  water balance of lowland a r ea s ,  t he  balance component 
infiLtration/ezfiLtration i s  of similar magnitude as t h e  o t h e r  balance components 
(discharge,  inflow, natural  groundwater r e c h a r g e  etc.). Especially in areas with 
significant man-made impacts on t h e  water resources  system the  importance of this 
balance element is s e v e r e  increasing. A charac te r i s t i c  example in th i s  connection 
i s  t h e  infiltration from t h e  s t ream into t h e  aquifer  in large-area  groundwater 
depression zones as they are typically f o r  open-pit mining regions.  
For  t h e  estimation of Long-term m e a n  vaLues of t h e  infiltration/exfiltration 
(yearly and l a r g e r  time intervals)  t h e  spat ia l  and temporal changes of groundwater 
tables are t h e  primary independent influence parameter .  Changes of t h e  water  
level in t h e  s t ream in th is  case  can  b e  neglected because they are assessed t o  be  
minimal in comparison with t h e  changes of ground water tables  and are not subject  
t o  t rends .  In th is  case  computations with t he  comprehensive groundwater flow 
model give detailed informations about  t he  development of infiltration/exfiltration 
behavior within t h e  t e s t  a r e a ,  see Section 4 2 ,  Figure 16.  Such resu l t s  are well 
suited f o r  t h e  planning model. 
For  t h e  management model s h o r t e r  time intervals have t o  b e  considered,  i.e. 
month ly  mean v a l u e s .  In th i s  case t h e  exfiltration/infiltration conditions are dif- 
fe ren t .  P rocesses  with s h o r t e r  time constants become essential ,  such as t h e  varia- 
tion of exfiltration/infiltration due t o  changes of t h e  water level in t h e  stream. In 
the  areas of groundwater depression this p rocess  practically r ep r e sen t s  t he  only 
natural  and rap id  component which influences t he  runoff in t h e  stream. Hypo- 
dermic and groundwater runoffs do  not occur  and sur face  runoff is  in lowland 
a r e a s  almost negligible. 
Consequently, only two subprocesses  have to  be  simulated in o r d e r  t o  model 
t h e  exfiltration/infiltration processes  in mining regions sufficiently accurat ly .  Due 
t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  the  time constants di f fer  between each  subprocess  by magnitudes i t  
i s  possible t o  consider them separa te ly  in mathematical submodels. T'ne resu l t s  of 
both submodels have t o  be superimposed t o  ge t  t h e  appropr ia te  balance values, 
see Figure 25  and Eq. (4.36). 
Figure 25: Exfiltration/infiltration process  between s t ream and groundwater 
q i  ( k )  = Aqi (k )  + q i  ( i )  (4.36) 
with 
Aqi ( k )  - exfiltration/infiltration due t o  change of water level 
q i  ( i  - exfiltration/infiltration f o r  mean water level in t h e  s t ream 
The component q i  ( i )  can  be  estimated a s  time s e r i e s  di rect ly  by computations with 
t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model (see  Section 4.2). This is  sufficiently 
t o  descr ibe  t he  exchange process  in t he  planning model. A different  si tuation is  
given f o r  t h e  component Aqi ( k )  which cannot di rect ly  be  obtained from tha t  model 
(work effor t ,  computing time). For  this reason ,  the  comprehensive groundwater 
flow model can  only be  used as a n  aid f o r  t h e  estimation of reduced models. The fol- 
lowing approach  of model reduction has  been applied: 
(1) Execution of test calculations with t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow 
model; 
(2) Derivation of a deterministic conceptional block model; 
(3) Calculations of step-response functions with t h e  reduced model and actual  
geohydraulic data ;  
(4) Derivation of a deterministic black-box model. 
4.5.2. Test Calculations with the Comprehensive Groundwater Flow Model 
The test calculations executed on a small r ange  have been focused on two 
points: 
- t o  support  t h e  selection of a model concept f o r  a conceptional block-model; 
- t o  use t h e  computational resu l t s  f o r  a qualitative evaluation of t h e  concep- 
tional block-model. 
In t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model (see Sections 2.2.3 and 4.2) t h e  
stream i s  considered via inner  boundary conditions of th i rd  kind. The water  level 
in t h e  stream i s  in th is  case t h e  independent variable.  In addition t o  t he  geohy- 
draul ic  var iables  of t h e  corresponding finite element, a hydraulic res is tance is 
considered. I t  r ep r e sen t s  on t h e  one hand t h e  colmation res is tance of t h e  bottom 
of t h e  s t ream and on t h e  o t h e r  hand t he  transformation of t h e  line-shaped boun- 
d a r y  condition into t h e  nodal points of t h e  finite element model. 
The corresponding equations are: 
with 
Rhydr - additional hydraulic res is tance [sec.  / m 2] 
KK - hydraulic conductivity of t h e  colmated l aye r  [ m  / sec. ] 
d~ - depth of t h e  l ayer  [ m  1 
L - length of t h e  s t ream in t h e  finite element [ m  1 
B - width of t h e  s t ream in t h e  finite element [m 1 
AL - mean distance between s t ream and nodal point [m 1. 
Special  finite elements of t h e  comprehensive groundwater flow model have been 
selected. Firs t ,  t h e  groundwater tables  and t h e  exfiltration/infiltration have been 
estimated monthly f o r  a mean stream water table  f o r  a selected year .  Second, t h e  
same computations have been ca r r i ed  out  f o r  monthly var iable  water levels. The 
resulting dif ferences  r ep r e sen t  t he  effect  of fluctuating water leveis in t h e  
stream. 
Figure 26 shows t h e  effects  on t he  groundwater table  as a function of t he  dis- 
tance t o  t he  s t ream,  and Figure 28 r ep r e sen t s  t he  derivations of t he  
exfiltration/infiltration from those f o r  mean s t ream water level. 
The resu l t s  of t he  t e s t  computations can be  summerized by t he  following state- 
ments: 
- The variation of exfiltration/infiltration due t o  t h e  change of t h e  water level 
in t h e  s t ream is  a re levant  balance component f o r  t h e  s t ream segments under 
consideration; 
- The effects  of variations of t he  water level in t h e  s t ream on t h e  groundwater 
tables  a r e  locally limited and do not effect  t h e  ex te rna l  boundary conditions 
of t he  flow field. 
Figure 26: Groundwater table  as a function of t h e  s t ream distance 
For the model concept of the  deterministic conceptional block-model we obtain the 
following requirements o r  simplifications respectively: 
- Groundwater process  modeling a s  one-dimensional horizontal-plan groundwa- 
t e r  flow; 
- Formulation of the ex te rna l  boundary condition a t  infinity; 
- Consideration of a potential-dependent resistance formulating the  inner boun- 
dary  condition (colmation). 
4.5.3. Deterministic Conceptual Block-Podel  
Based on the  above mentioned assumptions the process  of 
exfiltration/infiltration is  described by the l inear differential equation of one- 
dimensional horizontal-plan groundwater flow to a channel: 
Dipgerent ia l  e q u a t i o n  
B o u n d a r y  a n d  i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  
with (see also above Eq. (4.37)) 
h - variation of groundwater table [m 1
z - space coordinate [m 1 
t - time [set 1 
K - hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer [m / s e c .  ] 
AH - variation of the water level in the  stream (step) [m] 
S - storage coefficient [ -1 
T - transmissivity [m 9 s e c .  1. 
The solution of the  differential equation is  obtained by means of Laplace- 
transformation: 
W e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  
B o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  
& - M ( 0 )  h ( w , p ) = O  , K(o*P) -A  d x  
P 
with p -time coordinate [l/ sec .  1. 
The solution is: 
For the  actual volumetric flux w e  obtain with 
The total  exfiltration/infiltration f o r  x =O is: 
The inverse Laplace-transformation is performed by an  efficient numerical algo- 
rithm applying the  residue theorem. 
For t he  monthly mean values of exfiltration/infiltration needed fo r  the  
management model we get  with A t  = 2.625.10~ sec. 1 month:  
To consider a time-variable s tep  function the  superposition principl of t he  indivi- 
dual s tep  is used by the  helps of t he  convolution operation (k = tk ) .  
with 
k - actual  month 
i - actual y e a r  
S(L) - step response function [;n '/ sec. ; 
hs - sur face  water level above i ts  bottom [ m  1 
gitdr - hydraulic resistance fo r  free percolation [sac. / m '1 
For the  hydraulic resistance holds: 
with Fzi - num6er of finite elements of t he  comprehensive groundwater flow model 
p e r  balance segment with free percolation. 
The step-response function of a balance segment in t he  management model 
resul ts  from: 
with N - number of finite elements of the  comprehensive groundwater flow model 
p e r  balance segment (without free percolation). 
The qs (k)l  -values have been estimated with t he  program CHANGE (see Appen- 
dix A4) f o r  each element with a s tep  w (0) = 1 m and superimposed. In Figure 27 
the  resul ts  are depicted fo r  t h r e e  balance segments. 
Figure 28 compares fo r  a finite element the  computational resul ts  from the  concep- 
tional block-model and those of the  comprehensive groundwater flow model. 
Infiltration [m3/sec1 
A 
0.6 -- 
Balance segment ( l , 2 )  
0.5 -- 
0.4 -- 1 
0.3 -- Balance segment (2.3)  
0.2 -- / Balance segment (3.4) 
* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Time [monthl 
Figure 27: Step-response functions for  w (0) = 1 m 
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Figure 28: Comparison of model results 
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4.5.4. Slack-Box Model 
To compute the actual variation of exfiltration/infiltration pe r  balance seg- 
ment the computation with CHANGE has been proved to  be too expensive as a sub- 
model for  the management model. That is why the step-response function is approx- 
imated by a pulse-response function based on a difference equation with a history 
of two time s teps  (see Kaden et.al., 1985): 
Aqi(k) = aleAqi(k-1)  + a2.Aqi(k -2) + (b, +c,).u(k) + (4.52) 
The conditions fo r  the approximation have been selected in such a way that  the 
f i r s t  four values and the stationary value of the step-response function a r e  
reflected exactly. The results of the black-box model (recursive equation) a r e  
also depicted in Figure 28. 
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APPENDIX A 
Computer  Programs of S u b m o d e l s  
Appendix  Al 
SIX0 - Nathematical and statistical analysis of hydrologic and meteorologic 
time series 






























